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AiiT. X.?On the Inscriptions at Van; by the Rkv. 

E. Hincks, D.D. 

{Read 4th December, 1847.] 

? 1. My object in the present Paper is to explain the system of 

writing which has been used in the Van Inscriptions, and to show the 
nature of the language in which they have been composed. I wish to 
onablo my readers to judge for themselves as to the correctness of my 

conclusions; but I do not consider it either necessary or 
expedient 

that they should travel to them by the same path which I took myself. 
? prefer conducting them by the shortest route to the point which I 
reached circuitously, and after frequently retracing my steps. It will 
bo desirable that the reader should be able to refer to the volume 
of the Journal Asiatique, (Third Series, No. LI I.,) which contains 
Schulz's Plates, and also to the inscription copied by Miihlbach, 

published, I believe, at Berlin, and reprinted in this country by tho 

Syro-Egyptian Society. If he cannot consult these inscriptions him 

self, he must take on trust the statements which I make concerning 

them. 

? 2. The most important of the Van Inscriptions are those from 
the rocks of Khorkhor, numbered II. to VII. These six columns con 

tain a continued text, which is unfortunately mutilated in many places 

by the ciFcct of cannon-balls ; but a remarkable circumstance greatly 

facilitates the reading of them: they contain portions of thirteen dif 

ferent consecutive inscriptions, which commence alike and have much 

matter in common. A comparison of the different places where the 

corresponding passages of the text are found, enables us to supply the 

defective letters with certainty in a great number of the lines. This 

comparison proves very clearly that tho inscriptions have in no case 

been copied with that accuracy, which Schulz's statements would lead 

us to expect, though his errors arc not very considerable, except at tho 

top of the column numbered IV., where he acknowledges his inability 
to copy correctly, owing to his position with respect to the inscribed 

rock and to a 
precipice beneath it. The places in the six columns at 

which the several inscriptions begin, 
arc known from a 

comparison 

with the inscriptions numbered XII. and XLII., and with that of 

Miihlbach; which last all commence in the same manner as 
they do. 

Their first lines aro II. IT; HI. 5, 25, 51; IV. 20, 4G; V. 14, 42, 67; 
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VI. 11, 33, 70. The characters with which these inscriptions begin 
are the following :? 

~y~ 
- 

<M* te) ??> >Tt;T 5*m (If) - 

?? Of) *=?? ^ m *? ? -??<T te) *?? (a) 

? 3. 1 havo here placed in parentheses five characters which aro 

only occasionally inserted, and which cannot therefore bo essential 

parts of tho text. The occasional insertion of certain characters in 

this manner was noticed by Grotefend; and he correctly inferred that 

the characters thus inserted were vowels, and that tho reason of their 

being inserted was to enable the writer to terminate all his lines at 

the end of words. The number of characters thus inserted is very 

small; and a 
comparison of the various texts which are found repeated, 

shows that a word was never divided between two lines in the Van 

system, any moro than it was in the Babylonian. In addition to these 

principles laid down by Grotefend, I observe that each vowel which 

the writer might omit or insert ad libitum was restricted to follow 

certain characters. I infer that these characters were 
syllabic, and 

that they all terminated with the vowels that are found to be occa 

sionally inserted after them. Though it is some years since Grotefend 

laid down these elementary principles of this mode of writing, he has 

I believe made no further progress in reading it, and no attempts at all 

at interpreting it. According to this principle, ?:?, XI9 anj fc:Y? 

would be vowels; ^Y^:Y5*z and 
*^-|Y<Y 

would be syllables terminating 

in the vowel ?:? ; ?Efff 
and 

?| 
in 

| j ; 
and J^ in 

^'. 
It will 

appear hereafter that these are not the only vowels; and of courso 

thero are many more syllables terminating in vowels. 

? 4. The sentence which occurs most frequently in the inscriptions 
II.?VII. is the following, which is found in them no less than 41 

times, and which also begins tho detached inscription, VIII. It is 

divided into three groups by the circumstance, that in 25 or 2G of tho 

places where it occurs, the middle group, as I have divided them, is 

wanting; in accordance with which it is to be observed, that in the 

inscription VIII., where tho lines are short, and the sentence divided 

into three of them, each of the two first groups occupies an entire 

liue. 

? <MW -M ??? Hh te) * 
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? I- (*?) y- (*W) W *m Hi) * 

I have continued to mark by parentheses characters which appear to 

bo non-essential, and it will be seen that we have here a fourth vowel, 

?:TT|?:. 
I must observe, that the first word is often written with ?:T 

in placo of tho two characters 
*~TT^y >2|| 

It would appear that 

this was done for the purpose of saving room. 

? 5. As tho inscription XII. commences in the same manner as 
those in the scries, it is natural to expect that a sentence which occurs 

hero so frequently should not be wanting there. It is not to bo met 

with, however; but in lieu of it we have the following in lino 25; and 
of the three groups into which I have divided it, the first occurs at the 
end of line 6, and tho third at the beginning of line 7, the second being 
omitted. In M'dhlbach'e inscription, this last abbreviated sentence is 

found three times, lines 6,21, and 34; in two of which places the final 

vowel JzT? is omitted. 

? Hh -TT<T kT ?TY<Y * 
T <MT<T *=T Hi- $ fc * 

On comparing this sentence with tho former, wo find that the last 
word is tho samo in both; that tho conclusion of the second group is 
tho same in both; that the former part of the second group in c, is the 
same as the former part of the first group in b, and that the remainder 
of the first group, a termination, is also tho termination of the first 

group in c and of the second groups. Now, when we combine these 

facts with the remarkable one, that the initial character in all the 
first and second groups is the non-phonetic prefix, which begins 

Median and Babylonian names of men, we cannot, I think, fail to 

conclude that tho third group is a verb; that the first group is the 

proper name of a man, probably 
a 

king, which is its subject; and that 

the second group is either a proper name in the genitive with a noun 

signifying son, or else a 
patronymic adjective. 

But what verb can 

occur, in connexion with one and the same 
subject, 

so often as forty-ono 
times in six columns of about 350 lines? The analogy of the Behistun 

Inscriptions would lead us to expect the word 
" 

says;" and no other 

is admissible. It is, then, to be presumed that tho meaning of tho 
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sentence b, is, 
" 

B, the son of C, says," and of c, 
" 

A, the eon of 

B, says." 

? 6. To test the accuracy of this conclusion recourse may be had 

to the inscription XLII. which I have also pointed out as beginning 
in the same manner as those already noticed. Here, again, 

we have a 

sentence not identical with either of the preceding, but analogous to 

them. In lines 6, 12, 18, 29 we find, 

The first group here is the former part of the second group in b, with 

the usual termination ^ annexed to it. Tho sentence would accord 

ingly signify 
" C says." In XVII. we meet with this proper name 

followed by 
a group similar to that which is second in the former sen 

tences; and this preceded by 
a similar pair of groups. The four 

groups occur in the same order in several places in the inscription, 

(see lines 28 and 29, and again 32 and 33,) but the preceding verb 
never follows them. The groups are, 

T ?2TT ^ fcffl* t? ^ v 

T Hh -TT<T Mi Hi?<? *ff ̂  ^ * 
au,., T T- */ *=ffl* fl * 

T ?U >-> fcffl* t? ^ tfl $ 5t * 
These would be " 

D, the son of A," and " 
C, the son of D." It would 

appear as if the kings D and C reigned together for some time, tho 
father having taken his son into partnership with him in his old ago. 
It appears also that the father of D had the samo name as his great 

grandson. 

? 7. It was remarked by Grotefend that the Van Inscriptions dif 

fered in style. In some there were intersecting wedges; in others two 

wedges, one on each side of a wedge 
or 

wedges, 
wero substituted for 

a 
single wedge intersecting them, as 

>->-]>- 
for 

*->Y-> *~x 
n>r 

lJ^"* 
Grotefend correctly inferred that the inscriptions in which the wedges 
intersected wero the more ancient, and this inference may now 

be tested by what has just appeared respecting the order of the 

kings who speak in the several inscriptions. In fact, all the in 

scriptions in which A and B arc the speakers have non-intersecting 

wedges; and so also have most of the inscriptions of C. Some 

of these, however, and the inscription XVII., while C still reigned 
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in conjunction with his father, have intersecting wedges. So, too, 

have the more ancient inscriptions XXXVI. and I., which have yet 
further marks of difference in the characters. Of these two inscrip 
tions the former bears the name D, which occurs four times, twice in 

each of its two lines which surround a circular stone. It is badly 

copied, and has also been much injured by having crosses cut in it 

over the inscription; but a very material variation of tho king's 
name is found in it. Tho last character is ?j*TT in placo of ^\ 

This difference cannot affect the identity of the name; but the father's 

name in this inscription differs so much from the name in XVII., 

XII., and M, that I am not quite 
sure that this inscription 

was the 

work of the father of C; it may have been the work of a more ancient 

king of the same name. However this may be, the king named in I., 
is clearly the same as the father of the king in XXXVI. 

? 8. Tho following then is the order of the inscriptions in point of 

antiquity. 

I, 
- - - - 

XXXVI, 
- - - - 

XVII, DandC. 

XXIII, XXIV, XXV, XXVI, XXIX, XXX, XXXI, (mostly 

fragments). C. 

The above have intersecting wedges. 

XIII, XIV, XV, XVI, XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, 

XXVII, XXVIII, XXXII, XXXIII, XXXIV, XXXV, 

XXXVII, XXXIX, XLII. c. 

II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII. B. 

XII, XXXVIII, XL, XLI, M. A. 

Far the greatest number of inscriptions bear tho name of C; but they 
arc 

mostly fragments, and of little importance. I should observe, as 

Grotcfend has already done, that the three inscriptions XXXIII, 
XXXIV, and XXXV, on three sides of an altar, are in fact but one 

inscription, each three lines being regarded as one. 

? 9. The means 
by which the values of the different characters are 

to be ascertained are the following; ami it is desirable that different 
means should be applied to each character, in order to attain as 

complete certainty 
as possible. 

1st. Comparison of the characters with Median and Babylonian 
ones 

similarly formed. It is a fair presumption that a character had 

the same value at Van as in Media and Babylonia, where it had the 

saino value in both places; and also, that when it was 
only used in 

one 
jdaco, it had at Van the same value as there. 
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2nd. Interchange of characters, and different modes of writing tho 

same word. 

3rd. The principle of the vowels, explained in ? 3. As tho values 

of the Babylonian characters are often very uncertain as 
respects their 

vowel elements, this principle is particularly serviceable with respoct 
to them. 

4th. Comparison of names of countries with their equivalents in 

other languages. 

5th. Grammatical forms compared with those in cognate lan 

guages. 

With respect to the two last, there is need of great caution. They 
are rather to bo considered as tests of tho correctness of values already 

ascertained, than as means of investigating values; until, a 
largo 

number of values bciug already established, and also in the latter caso 

the lauguages to which that of the inscriptions is cognato being clearly 
ascertained, these may be used as 

helps to ascertain the remaining 

characters. 

? 10. I begin with ?:?; which wo have already seen to bo a 

vowel, and to terminate the compound sounds expressed by >->-|>-^ 

^Y^zY^ij >?TT^T 
ant* 

T*"- 
Now the character itself, as well as >~YY<Y 

in which it inheres, arc easily recognized in both Modian and Baby 
lonian. In Median, the charactor ?|?: is of raro occurrenco, as indeed 

all vowels are; but little doubt can exist as to its value from tho 

common character ^eJI representing ya in dahy&ush and ariya, 
which is plainly compounded of it and of the character corresponding 
to Y?. Iu Babylonian, the value of the charactor before us, J^E. 

L. 12*, is evident from its commencing the 3rd person singular mas 

culiue of verbs, as well as from its being an element in ?!^Y?, 
L. 249, which in form and value exactly corresponds to the Median 

ya, ?:?*?* This value of ?:j^ is confirmed by that of *~YY<Y> in 

which we have seen that it is tho terminal vowel. This last character 

corresponds to the Median mYY<> and to tho Babyloniau >~YY<K L. 73. 

Tho value of the Median character is determined by its uso in bahh 

tarish and ariya; and, so far as tho consonantal part is concerned, tho 

Babylonian character is equally cortain, occurring after da in tho 

* I use L. to express 
" 

Lapidary." The lapidary characters are numbered 

according to the list of 287 characters which occur in the Great Inscription at the 

India House, published many years ago by tho East India Company. 
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names of Darius and Gadara. We may consider it then as certain 
that ?:?: is the vowel i; perhaps not to tho exclusion of y or ya; 

and that *-YY<Y is ri. 

? 11. Tho value of 
E^lf^ 

?8 a vowel is easily determined from 

tho Median and Babylonian. The Median equivalent ?:YYY repre 
sents tho syllable before n in the transcription of dahyun?m or 

dahayimdm; and though Wostcrgaard valued this as yu, and I 

adopted this value myself formerly, I now think it to have been 

simply u; at any rato it must have in tho present inscriptions a 

simple vowel value, and tho only ono consistent with the Median 

value is u. The Babylonian character, t^\\f) L. 46, is very clearly 
an 

equivalent of tho Hebrew *), whether as a semi-vowel or a vowel. 

It begins the name of Ormazd, after the non-phonetic prefix, in II.; 
and in Nit. 12, it terminates the name Partkawn. We have seen 

that * /- terminates with this vowel. Now this letter will be found 

on comparison to correspond to the Babylonian character, 
^? 

L. 28, 

which terminates ono of the words used to express 
" created 

" 
in 

the passage which commences tho principal inscriptions, and which 

occurs in tho middlo of tho other1. That the consonant in the value 

of this character is n can admit of no doubt: for it terminates the 

name of Ionia (Yawanu), and it is replaced by 
a common and well 

established form of n, ^_^ j? 
L. 140, in tho word "created" in K. 4. 

I accordingly givo to W- the value nu. Another character in which 

S1YYY5-: inheres is ?r^Y. This appears from comparing IV. 45 with 

V. 13,41. Now this character is evidently identical with a Babylonian 

one, ?^Y, L. 260, which in the name of Ormazd, as written iu I. 10 

of Flandiu's 86th plate, (one of the copies of D,) is substituted for the 

usual character, ?:Y<Y, 
L. 268, which begins tho name of Darius2. 

1 The words arc 4)J),D/V ithkunu, and *)'03> ivnuyu. Uoth seem to be 

plurals ; as aro roost nouns and verbs referring to gods or kings. The variation 

in K 4, is singular. 
* This is a mistake. I am now quite satisfied that Flandin has given an 

erroneous copy of this part of the inscription. He has taken into the tenth line 

characters which in tho original stood below the true ones, in the twelfth line, 
where thoy compose the word madula, 

" 
many." The argument, therefore, which 

I have given in the text, for this character having the value du, is of no weight 
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And it ?3 well worthy of notice that, this change having been made, 
tho sculptor substituted fcffifc, 

our ^zYYY^:, for the vowel or semi 

vowel which usually concludes the name. In several other words in 

the Babylonian inscriptions we have ?^Y followed by fc??fk. 
A 

similar character occurs in one Median word, D. 16, where its value is 

necessarily a syllable beginning with t or d; and I think wo may be 

pretty confident that both there and at Van it was tu or du. 

? 12. There remain two characters, which on the principle laid 

down in ? 4 are vowels ; namely, Y? and ^Y?. The former is per 

fectly identified with the Babylonian character, L. 4, which, after 

the non-phonetic prefix, begins the names answering to Auramazhd? 

and Hakh?manishiya; and which is sometimes, but not always, 
inserted in the name of Darius after each of the syllabic characters 

da and ya. It is then the Hebrew N, both as a breathing, and as 

representing the long vowel ?. Tho other character corresponds to 

the Babylonian one, ^Y? or 
C^f-y, L. 135, which in the Persepolitan 

Inscriptions begins the word " I made," and that answering to jadi 

ydmi in NR. 34. The preceding character begins other first persons 

singular; and it would thus appear that both characters were used 

alike as a breathing at the beginning of words; but Y? alone appears 

capable of being used as long ? in the middle of a word. Now as 

these two vowels, YI and ^Y?, are inserted, with a view to lengthen 

words, after distinct characters, they could scarcely have been equi 
valent. I accordingly value them as a and a; making Y? the former, 
on account of the use of the identical Babylonian character as ?. 

Tho Median character JL was valued by Wostergaard as h, and by 

myself 
as i. This value, however, I corrected to a, on account of the 

word YY 
*- 

>>-> which I formerly read ih; but I have since observed 

that ^YTS: is always used for h after i, and that >- ?>- requires au 

a to precedo it. I accordingly read the transcribed Persian words, 

whatever. I have, however, no doubt at all that this is its value. It occurs in 

the name of King Nebuchadnezzar, on Babylonian cylinders, between hu and 

r.ru; and, as three concurrent r's are inadmissible, it can have no consonantal 

value here but d. The Atedian character of like form begins with d or /, which 

aifords a strong presumption that it does so too; and that it ends with u appears, 

independently of the Van Inscriptions, from the above-mentioned word maduta; 
which is sometimes written with, and sometimes without, a u after it. (April, 

184?.) 
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in which the character occurs, da.&.ush. da.a,.unam, and in NR, 

da.&.yaush. It is possible that the Median JrJL is the equivalent of 

our 
"^yj ; 

but the value of that Median character is unknown, and its 

equivalence with ?=Y? is very doubtful. 

? 13. The long a, J j, 
inheres in many characters, which closely 

resemble Babylonian ones. Such is ^Y, already mentioned in ? 3, 

which is identical with the Median ?Y or ?BY, 
ba in hnbirush, and 

pa in wishtaspn,; and with the Babylonian character, ^Y, L. Ill, 

which represents 
ma in Anramnzhla, V)? in uvftirazhmish, and ba in 

hnbirush, on some of tho Babylonian bricks. Whether it had any or 

all of theso values is best ascertained by examining the names of 

countries which occur in the inscriptions. These are distinguished 

precisely as in Babylonian, by the non-phonetic prefix >-^ 
= 

y^, 

L. 23, being prefixed to them. Another non-phonetic prefix ̂ ff 
is prefixed to names of cities. This is not used, there being no occasion 

for it, in any of the Achmmenian Inscriptions but those at Behistun, 

where in all probability it is to be met with. In Botta's Plates it 

is very common, and there it also represents 
tho word 

" a 
city," 

as 

tho preceding character, to be read bit, represents 
the word 

" a 
country." 

Now one of the countries most frequently named is found written 

i-?: ^ ?y (yj) ^;. 
See IV. 47, V. 68. Elsewhere ??, and 

another character, apparently ^?^5*:, 
are substituted for 

J^; ; com 

paro VI. 60, V. 35, and observe the similar termination in III. 12. 

Tho close of the word in all these instances is marked by tho end of 

tho line, or 
by tho commencement of some known word. From tho 

abovo variations of the name wo may infer that ^f JHL the last 

being a syllable terminating in a, is the root of this proper name, and 

it would appear that J^; and ?:^ ^T^T*- 
arc case-endings; and 

this supposition is fully confirmed by our observing, that the three 

names of kings, A, B, and 0, which, when subjects 
of the verb "says," 

terminate in V", 
arc ?H found with ?zr in the place of ^. See 

II. 20; XII. 3, and XLII. .5; and with diff?rent terminations, II. 18; 

XII. 2, or M, 3; and XXVIII. 4. The word also which begins the 

inscriptions (see a), and which I take to terminate in 
?^, (for the 

following characters are frequently found detached from it, as in 
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II. 6, 9), occurs in other places with dilferent characters in the 

place of Jrr;; as, e. g.y V", the termination of tho nominativo in tho 

kings* names, is found in XIII. 15; while in V. 25, 47, we have 

?l]fy ^T^T^ 
m lia stea(l> fcko last character being the same as in tho 

second case of the name of tho country before us. The omission or 

change of the final "^ in the kings' names, when they occur in tho 

second group, will probably occur to all my readers as confirming this 

idea of the language having case-endings. In order, then, to show its 

Indo-Germanic affinities, it will only be necessary to show that tho 

terminations which we have found for the nominative and other cases 

arc similar to those in other Indo-Germanic languages. Deferring this 

till a future section, I proceed to consider tho name before us. From 

the 
frequency 

with which the name occurs, no name is more 
likely 

to 

correspond to it than that of the adjoining country of Media. Tho 

first character in the name favours this supposition; for it is that 

which begins tho name of this country at Perscpolis, Nakhsh-i-Rustam, 

and in the Khorsabad Inscriptions; and the last character cannot be 

inconsistent with it, for it is like none in either the Median or tho 

Pcrsepolitan syllabaries. I accordingly give it for its value, or at 

least for one value, da; while tho value ma among others must bo 

assigned to M?. 

? 14. Another name of a country which begins with j^Y is found 

m III. 18. It is >-t E] <MM "^ tffls: It ̂  Th0 
form of ^T^^TTn *s identical with that of the Babylonian character 

which represents ar in the names of Xerxes and Artaxerxcs. Tho 

latter is not only found on the Venice Vase, but tho beginning of it 

has lately appeared in a fragment copied by Lottin do Laval, on tho 

cover of a late work of Lowenstern. After this it cannot 
reasonably 

be doubted that ^Y>?>?YY<Y is ar. The distinction between ^ and 

?:?[ is in this word very marked, but in some other places whero 

the former should occur, the latter has been substituted for it by the 

copyist. The former is perhaps the same as the Babylonian "^^ 
L. 200, (cf. III. 41, of the great inscription at the India House, 
with its transcription in Porter,) which occurs several times in the 

Third Pcrsepolitan Inscriptions ; but I am unable to fix its value from 

any Babylonian data. I think, however, that tho present nanio 
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must be read p?rthaw? or pdrthua, giving to 
^f 

the value p? as 

well as ma, and to this character tha or thtc. I prefer the former for 

a reason that will hereafter appear. I take J?^, of course, for a 

case-ending. 

? 15. There is a very common name of which the radical part 

appears to be ? ?^ >-?y ?fi) J?^ leading to the inference 

that ? is the vowel with which 
>~?y 

terminates. It occurs III. 41, 

and V. 43, with and without 
fj 

and followed by ?:? ?^1; 
in IV. 

11 it has 
J^y? ̂ ty^: 

in place of the two last characters; and in 

XII. 3 tho word occurs twice; the first time probably as in IV. 11, 

though tho copyist has substituted a different and I believe non 

existing character for ?z?l ; the second time with a different termi 

nation from any that we have yet. Jyy^ is evidently tho Median *?y: 

the value of which I had fixed as na long before I examined tho Van 

Inscriptions, though in my original Median alphabet I made it sar1. 

Tho Babylonian character with which it agrees is either ^"V" 9 

L. 192, or ?w^, k. 229, of both of which tho consonantal valuo 

is unquestionably n. As Jv^ is one of tho letters after which 

^y? 
is inserted ad libitum, its value must bo na. It is possible, 

however, that ife may also admit the value of simple n; and this I 

believe to be the case not only in this instance, but in others where a 

consonant has a short a inherent in it. We have seen that this is a 

case-ending; and n appears more 
likely to be such than na. The 

namo of the country is now known except as to the value of the con 

sonantal part of 
>-?y. 

It is a-ana. Now, considering that Ar 

menia was, like Media, a country bordering on that of the inscriptions, 

and that this name is written in very various ways in the different 

Cuneiform languages, and in Greek and Hebrew;?Armina and Ar 

maniya in Persic; Harminiya in Median; Manaya in Babylonian 

(Botta); Appela in Greek; and **3D in Hebrew; considering this, I 

say, it will not be surprising if tho namo of this country should bo 

> It is most probable that the Median value is nar; the final r, which had very 

much the nature of a vowel, being often assimilated to the consonant which began 

tho following syllable. See the following note. (April, 1040.) 
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expressed by Amana, taking *~?Y for an equivalent of >rY. I 

consider this character to be equivalent to the Babylonian lapidary 

183, which generally commences the name of Babylon on the bricks 

and in the great inscription at the India House. In fact, if the 

three horizontal wedges be written twice, one set under the other, 
we shall have a cursive equivalent of L. 183, which was in use in 

the age of Nebuchadnezzar. Now in XII. 4 wo have tho namo 

>-? >-?Y >"""< TBYY ??y? ^"T?? aiu^ m ^l0 f?H?wing line the namo 

occurs again with ^YYY-C after T^YY5 and J^ ^Y? omitted, which 

must thcrcforo be a case-ending, or a distinct word. That ?:YYY?: is 

the vowel with which 
l?|Y 

terminates appears from the common word 

T? le!! (^??T^) ̂ J C0U1^- VIIL 3> M' 85' The valuo of ̂ 
can scarcely be mistaken, it being identical in form with ?_,J y 
L. 225, which represents the second syllable in the name of Babylon 
on several of the bricks. We have, then, only 

to give the valuo 

ru to the unknown character i?=|K 
which we have found already to 

terminate in u, and the name will be babiru. This confirms the sup 

position that >-?Y and ^Y are equivalent, and shows that they 

have both the values ma, b?, and p?. I believo that this character 

corresponds to the Babylonian a ?zi L. 163, which has the sanio 

value. That character is sometimes formed in such a way as to have 

some degree of similarity to the one before us. 

? 16. Among the uamcs which begin with the prefix >-?lYY, 
determinative of cities, that which is most easily rocoguized is 

>^?X{ ^ W- ^YY ; which occurs several times. It is found in 

M. 19 followed by another proper name, which fixes its termination. 

Tho new character ^ 
is well known as having tho valuo nV, and 

1 The value of this character, and of its equivalents signifying 
" 

king," can, I 

think, be proved to bo nir or nil; but the terminal sound wa9, as in many other 

instances, assimilated to that of the consonant which commenced tho following 

syllable. Thus it should be read nis in A.khama.%n.nis.si.ya and nin in the word 

before us, nin.7iu.wi. In Median, we must cither supposo that this kind of assi 

milation prevailed to a great extent, or that ar, an, am, and ang were undistin 

guished. I incline to the former supposition, for reasons which it would be out of 
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when alone signifying 
" 

king" in all the Babylonian writings. The two 

first characters are then ?ii.nu. It might be thought that ̂ ff 
was 

equivalent to 
-^yyy^ 

fts it generally follows syllables terminating 
with this vowel. It is inconsistent with this, however, that in the 

common word 
^ Y^yy *?=yy Jy^ Jyy^ of which the two first and 

two last characters may be read ?lu-nan, t^?Yfe is inserted after 

Y^yy 
in IV. 51; cf. M. 9, where it is wanting, as it generally is. 

This word is obviously from the same theme as 
f? Y^YY *T^zYYT^zi) V" 

noted in the last section; and if we compare with these two words 

**_>^y>- 
?->- 

^y^y^: (?>E) ?yy^ ?yyi, found in XL. 1 in a similar 

context with the first of them, and 
>-?-y>~ 

>~>- 
^?^?1 {t^) *? 

in XIII. 15, we must conclude that the case-ending ^^Hm ?yyi Jyy^ 
must begin with w, and that the vowel after this is probably i. A 

theme in i giving inan, ono in u may be expected to give uwinan, 

seeing that something is interposed between u and nan. This 

is confirmed by observing that the word it=Y? ̂ ff Jyy^ Jyy^ 
occurs in VIII. 12 without a vowel; while in XXXII. 3 we have 

^~?? **iT ^^ >lT> ̂ Tf 
w"*'n *no vowc^ * inserted; and these appear 

to be inflections of the same word. I accordingly give to this cha 

racter tho value wi. The namo is thus Ninuwi. It is remarkable 

that tho corresponding name in hieroglyphics terminates with tvjo 

leaves, i ; and that in Botta's plates with 
]l ]l. This is equivalent 

to the two leaves, *?, as 
yi 

itself is to tho single leaf, N. 

place to bring forward. I think that the final r sometimes retained its sound and 

sometimes took that of the following consonant; but I cannot admit that it took 

that of a nasal, when a nasal did not follow. I read ad.da.ra, not an.da.ra, for 

Gad?ra; the proper value of the first character being unquestionably ar; and if 

this be the first character of the name of Cambyses, as I have beeu told, I should 

there read it ab, not am. It seems to me highly probable that the terminal r 

might be sounded with its proper value before any consonant. We have for 

examples, Hardastana, Ilarbaya, Ifarminiya, Karka, and Parsa, in all of which 

the r was probably sounded ; and it must have been so in the name of Xerxes, 
when written, as it often is, with an s between the ar and the sa; for a concur 

rence of three s*s is quite inadmissible. There can be little doubt that terminal n 

was also assimilated, when it preceded r and probably ?; but it was certainly 
Bounded in tho verbal termination nti, where it is characteristic, and I presume 
before all consonants but those which I have mentioned. I believe these facts 

respecting Median and Babylonian assimilation have not been stated; and it will 

be of importance in our present enquiries to keep them in view. (April, 1048). 
VOL. IX. 2 K 
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? 17. Before proceeding any further, I think it right to examino 

some of the case-endings which we have discovered, in order to deter 

mine the character of the language. That of the nominative singular 

is 
V", which we have found following the four vowels, a (? 4), 

? (? 6)> * (?? *> 5> 13)> and u (? 16). It appears from ? 7 that V 

is equivalent to 
?3YY, and the latter is clearly identical in form with 

the Median 
>^YY, occurring in WisAt?spa, stfma, ?kudra, &c, and 

having tho value s or sh. There is also a 
Babylonian character of 

nearly the same form, ?3YY, L. 90, which is found between ni and si 

in the name Hahhdmanisiya, and which the value s will very well 

suit. The character "^ itself is almost identical in form with a 

Median letter, *-%zy which follows h in the name of Xerxes, Khsha 

ydrshd, and must therefore have had tho value sa or si. I formerly 

gave it the latter of these; but this was because I took for granted 
that it was the initial character in the namo of India, Sindns. On 

examining into Westergaard's statement, I think it probable that 

this incomplete character should be completed differently; and, as 

there are other unquestionable instances, in which tho Median writing 

omitted to express a y in the middle of a word, I see no objection 
to the value sa, as that of the Median >-?. The final vowel might 

be dropped at the end of the word as was that in J^T na, under 

similar circumstances. Now, in all the Indo-Gcrmanic languages, 

the normal termination of the nominative singular is s, though in 
some of them it disappears, either altogether, 

or after certain vowels, 
or 

except when followed by certain consonants in the following 
word. We cannot then, I think, hesitate to perceive in this termi 

nation of the nominative a second analogy with this family of lan 

guages; the first being the circumstance of its having its nouns 

inflected at all. Again the termination n, which we have found to bo 
that of another case, replacing s after both d and i, is an admissible 

form of the accusative, which so terminates iu Greok and Lithuanian, 
while in Latin, Persian, and Sanskrit, the labial nasal m is substituted 

for this dental one. In Sanskrit, indeed, as 
usually written, with a 

point for anusvara, the termination of the accusative may bo considered 

ambiguous; but the Kapur di Giri Inscription has in place of tho 

point what is evidently a modification of m. I mention this as tho 
first proof that though the language is of tho Indo-Germanic family, 
we are not to assume its being particularly connected with tho 
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eastern branch of the family, but should look also to western ana 

logies. We have seen in the preceding section, that another case ter 

minates in inan and uwinan from themes in i and u. This agrees 
with tho Sanskrit; for tho genitives plural of themes in i and u ter 
minate in ?ndm and undm; the lengthening of the first vowel being 

explained by the contraction which appears to have taken place. It 

has not yet been proved that the cases ending in n and nan, are the 
accusative singular and genitive plural respectively; but the analogy 

already proved to exist between the language of the inscription? awl 
those of tho Indo-Germanic family fully warrants us in provisionally 
assuming that this is the case. 

? 18. I now come to consider an 
important proper name, which 

begins with tho characters *-? *^~V. These are followed by 

?^- in III. 53 and IV. 25, and in IV. 31 by ^<?]] ^]]]^ 
The last character is probably 

a non-essential vowel; for it appears 

from comparing IV. 52 and V. 53. that >-<?YY is a syllable termi 

nating in u. Leaving it for future consideration how far the word 

extends in each place, I observe that the three first characters are 

identical with those which at Nakhsh-i-Rustam begin the name corre 

sponding to the Persian Athur?. They are then followed by tho 

character which I have identified with Y^YY, and which there termi 

nates the name of Babylon also. The same name is written in Botta s 

Inscriptions for the most part in the same way; but in one place I have 

observed that ̂ is omitted; while 
>~ZT\ 

with the affix of the first 

person singular ??rY?, yet-, takes its place, giving 
" 

my city Atthur." 

This proves that it was the name of a city, as well as of a country. 

The two first characters of this name are generally written together, 

as if they were one; and it appears at other times as if the division 

should be into >->- 
^Lf, both which characters actually occur. But 

tho Nakhsh-i-Rustam Inscription distinguishes them as I have done ; 

and they are clearly so distinguished in some of the Nincvite In 

scriptions. On the bricks from Mousul, the name is written some 

times >~Xi *~*~V> omitting the final letter, and sometimes >-? 
* 

only, the first letter with the determinative prefix being used for the 

whole word. Again, in one of Botta's Plates, we have in place of 

the name of the country, >-? *->^^- |j ^^, 
which I read Bd ?thd> 

2 K 2 
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" the land of Attha." I take ?-?: to bo in this place a noun, signi 

ying 
" a country 

" 
or " 

province;" 
as the corresponding character is 

used in the plural in tho Tljird Persepolitan Inscription, and in the 

singular with tho affix of the first person singular for "my country" 
in the great inscription at the India House, IV. 58. The character 

>->-y>~ 
is used as a determinative prefix to names of gods ; as, e. g, 

Ormazd, in both Median and Babylonian ; and it is so repeatedly \\\ 

these inscriptions; and likewise in thoso from Kborsabad published by 

Botta, (see, e.g. XXVI. 11; I quote from tho Journal Asiatique,) 
where we have >->?- ^*~V) followed by ??IT with the same allix 

as I last mentioned, evidently meaning "Atth?, my defender or guar 

dian." Here the country is not referred to. Now, this double mode 

of spelling the name of the god (>->-y>- fy *~Y^?f 
and >~>Y- ^^y) 

leads us to the mode of reading it; as tho two must be, either exactly 

or very nearly, phonetically equivalent. We have seen that 
y? 

is K, 

and >- is in Babylonian certainly T\&, ath. It is in that language 
a 

preposition, signifying "at" or "in;" and seems 
clearly connected 

on the one hand with ad, at, and ? for ?l; and on tho other with tho 

Hebrew preposition J"1N. Tho phonetic equivalence betweon a and 

ath, when followed by 
*~ 

\Lf f requires 
us to supposo that this is a 

syl 

lable beginning with th, and I assign it the value th?, for tho following 
reason*. The character ^ 

,s certainly equivalent to 
Vy which is sa 

in both Median and Third Persepolitan. In the Van Inscription it 

must he sa, for Y?f 
y? 

and ^ff are used alike; comparo XLII. 41 

and 43. Now, the difference between s?Y and 
*~ 

'w is very similar 

to that between "^ and **r^. In both cases a wedge is added, and 

we may consider it as a diacritical mark, converting s into th. The 

characters expressing this sound with a 
following vowel were 

probably 

no part of the original syllabary, and they do not appear to have been 

1 Also with the Persian postposition ?, which is placed after various locatives, 
as toith?-?, M?d?shu-?, &c. It is stated by Benfey that this is equally the case 

in the Vedas. 
* It is very possible, however, that it is thu, in conformity with the Persian 

transcription, and with the A\ of Abulfeda. [I have now positive proof that it is 

thur; the name of the God is Atthur; that of the coiuitryyl/A.f/mr.ru or Athuru. 

(April, 1848.)] 
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used in Median. That the compound name Ath.thd.rit, Attkao terra, 

should have been variously modified in foreign languages will, I think, 

occasion no surprise. Before I leave this subject I must remark, that 

the character 
Tj^T ? besides its value as a syllable, sd, has a numeral 

value "/our;" in this sense alone the corresponding lapidary character 

is used in the great inscription, though it occurs frequently as phonetic 
in the Assyrian and Third Persepolitan Inscriptions. In the Babylonian 

lapidary style it is constantly replaced by L. 273, which has no other 

equivalent in Third Persepolitan. The Assyrian of Bottas plates has 

two characters answering to L. (5 and L. 273, which are interchanged. 

Tho observation of this interchange led me to correct a false valuo 

which I had given to L. 273 in my alphabet of January last, and this 

gave mo a great insight into tho meaning of the inscription; for this 

important character is itself a word, and is one of the most common 

in the language. 

? 19. On some of the bricks brought from Mousul, the king is styled 

? ?H ? t??T **-; ? ? ; ? *t "V- These aro 

evidently four titles, the word " 
king" occurring in them all. The first 

signifies "the great king;" the last "the king of Athdru." The two 

intermediato ones contain genitives 
or 

adjectives, 
which I do not 

understand. Oue, if not both, of these words must bo abbreviated. 

On other bricks, these characters are reduced to ̂  T J ̂  >-?l >-. 

The two first titles aro here omitted, and the last abbreviated in the 

manner explained in the last section. In Botta's Plato XV., four 

titles occur, which arc 
probably equivalent 

to those on the first-men 

tioned bricks. In these titles, here, as in Botta's other plates, different 

characters aro substituted for ̂ ni, signifying 
" 

king." Independently 

of this, tho first differs only in that the character 
fc^f-f^, 

L- 4G, 

is placed after >z{>~y L? 39, as it is in all the Achsemenian docu 

ments, except in the inscription 
on tho tomb of Darius, and on 

tho cylinder in tho British Museum. Tho second is identical with 

that on tho bricks; tho third has three characters in lieu of T j 

and the fourth only differs in tho manner of writing the name of tho 

country. In other similar inscriptions, Plates IX. and XIII., the two 

last of these titles are alone used, as on the other bricks. Now it is 

very remarkable that in .some of the Van Inscriptions, these royal 

titles are found written precisely 
as in the Assyrian Inscription?, 

without inflexions of any kind. It would appear as if thefcc ancient 
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titles of royalty were adopted into other countries. The dynasty that 

reigned in this country was, I suppose, of Assyrian origin, and used 

Assyrian titles, which were introduced in their original form into 

inscriptions, which were otherwise in tho vernacular dialect, which 

totally differed from the Assyrian. Something similar to this has, I 

believe, occurred in the case of the Greek kings of Bactria and tho 

adjoining countries. In the oldest of the Van Inscriptions, I., which 
Schulz acknowledges to be incorrectly copied, wo have in lines 1 and 

2, after the namo of the king and that of his father ^ &r 
^~ 

lowed by 
a character which occurs no where else, and which I pre 

sume was a mistake for 
^yy*^. 

I have observed, that Schulz 

frequently substituted vertical for horizontal wedges and vice versa. 

It is probable that in copying from the stone, in place of setting down 
the characters, he substituted figures expressing the number of wedges 
in each direction which the character had, and that this kind of short 

hand was afterwards extended 
incorrectly. If this were not the case, 

he must still have used such a process mentally; for I have almost 

invariably found that he confounded characters which had the same 
number of wedges but in different directions. This title, which, as I 
have already stated, signifies in Babylonian, "the great king," is fol 
lowed by the two titles of unknown signification, precisely as on tho 

bricks; and then we have ^, "king," followed by >-?;, the deter 

minative prefix of countries, and a name which seems to have been 

erased; which is at any rato illegible, but of which enough can bo 
mado out to show that it was neither Athdru, nor tho name which I 
am about to 

bring forward. It was 
perhaps a name 

given to the 

country by the Assyrians, but not that which the people applied to it 

themselves. In XIV. 6 the first title is ^ ?^ll >J- as on tho 

bricks, and so in XIX. 5, XXVII. 5, XXIX. 6, XLI. 0; but in 

XIII. 6 the reading appears to be ^ >-?; y? ?:?; ^f{$ 
which 

I should be disposed to read ni baya, (king of the earth?) and 
which may have been a translation of the Assyrian title. Tho next 
title is sometimes omitted, and sometimes replaced by the following; 

(( ?L^y *-<?yy ??E J^, 
a word which appears to bo in the Van 

language; but whether or not it be a translation of either of tho 

Assyrian titles which occur in similar positions I cannot say1. Tn 

1 I am disposed to read this title ni ka mu in. The value of 
^ll^d probably 

begins with k; for this character closely resembles that which at Nakhsh-i-llustam 
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XLI. 9 another title follows, which is unfortunately illegible; last of 

all, in the place of the Assyrian ni Athdru, we have the following: 

? *-? ? )} ?? ?f ^?TT^ ^??> 
so written in XLI and M; 

in XXVII and XXIX an additional ?:? follows the ?=3; while in 

XIII. XIV. and XIX it is, evidently from want of room, abbreviated 

much more; the Y? a?d ?YYY^ being omitted. Probably it was 

thought that liberties might be taken with so common a word. The 

reading of the proper name, according to tho four inscriptions, when it is 

fairly represented, seems to bo JJi.d.i.dd.w.a; though nothing hinders 

us from giving to the first syllable the value mi, pi, or even vi. It is 

probable that Yj ?:? were combined into e. The case seems to be 

the locative, which in the Bchistun Inscription is generally used after 

the word "king" instead of the genitive1. The theme of the name 

cannot, I think, bo determined, and whether it was Bieda, as I shall 

call it, or something different in the former or latter part, it seems 

evident that it is one which has not been preserved in history. We, 

therefore, need not expect to find any of the names of its kings in the 

lists given by ancient writers. 

? 20. The name of this country occurs with a different termi 

nation in another sentence, which occurs 13 times in the Khorkhor 

Inscriptions, and also in M 7J?9. I will give the passage with an 

analysis of it. It consists of seven words, the two last of which are 

non-essential, like the patronymic after the kirg's name, they being 

sometimes omitted; and in some of the places 
where it occurs, it 

immediately follows the sentence (a), 
" 

B, the son of C, says." It is 

much mutilated in several of the places where it occurs; but a com 

parison of IV. 26, 50, V. 24, and 47 with M. 7, will enable us to 

produce it with absolute certainty. 

HM? Hh ?? <W* Hh ~ <M* (?*) MR 

<M* HI <M* Hh ^-??- <W?= 

Hh fl <M*= Hh T?< E?E *T 
^ S ?? *z ̂  Vi E?E *T ? 

terminates the word corresponding to Katpatuka. The vowel of tins character 

and the consonant of >~?<YY arc 0,,b' conjectured. 

1 Sec ? 30. 
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The first word terminates with the line in V. 24 and M. 7, as does 

the third in V. 25, the fifth in V. 26, and the sixth in M. 8. The 

divisions at the end of the second and fourth words will appear to be 

correct, when the sentence is compared with the following, which 
occurs in VIII. 13-15, XLII. 33, 34, M. 37, 38, &c. I divide it into 

six words, of which the first terminates with the line in M. 37 ; the 

second in VIII. 14, the third in XIII. 15, the fourth in XLII. 33, 
the fifth in VIII. 15, and the sixth in M. 38. I do not say that this 
is a complete scntcucc, but from its being found with different passages 

before aud after it, it may bo regarded 
as ouo clause. 

S? -TT<T ??> s* -h - <W* (*?) * 

Hh t?< v f=y ft ??>. if) 
There are some errors in some of tho passages, which I have cor 

rected from the others; and as respects the third word there is a very 

important various reading, to which I must return hereafter. On com 

paring these two sentences, we 
clearly see that the second, third, and 

fourth words in the latter are nominatives; and from the determina 

tive prefix which they all have, it seems that they are the names of 

gods ; while in the first sentence, the second, fourth, and fifth words 
are those same names of gods in some 

oblique case, as if governed by 

a verb. The characters 
>-?~y>- y<?, 

which commence the words 

which immediately follow these divine names signify in Babylonian 
" 

the Gods;" >->~y>- being not only 
a determinative prefix, but repre 

senting also the word "God," which in Median was nab or nabbi, iu 

the plural nabbinu, and in Babylonian nabi or nabu. It is natural, 

then, to think that 
>~*~y>~ y?< 

is tho plural theme of the noun ; 

which when followed by 4^ represents the plural nominative, which 

terminates, like the singular, in s in the ludo-Germanio languages 

generally; while when followed by m?^; -?^j it represents the same 

case in the plural, of which ^Y?:Y*?: is the termination in the singular. 
The seventh word in the first sentence would of course bo a gentilo 

adjective "Bicdian* in the same case; and thus we see how the two 

last words are non-essential. The sentence is complete, when the 

verb, which we must suppose the first word to be, is followed by its 

rcgimcu in the next four words; but the explanatory addition " the 
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Bicdian Gods," in the same case but in the plural number, is in moat 

instances added. The verb, which must be in the first person sin 

gular, may mean "I 
pray," "I honour," "I thank," or the like, any of 

which may bo followed by a dative, which is certainly the most 

likely case for the nouns to be in, since they have not the termi 

nation of tho accusative. That the third word is in the same case 

with that which precedes it is sufficiently obvious; it is an abbreviated 

Babylonian word declined in this language. The meaning is " 
pro 

tector or defender." It occurs in a passage already cited from Botta, 

"Atth? my defender;'" elsewhere in the same inscription 
we have 

^ 
i""" T^^ *il T^' 

"tho gods defenders" or "guardian gods;" 
and in the great East India Company's Inscription, IV. 35, Nebu 

chadnezzar constitutes >->~Yv- 
-^*~| r"> ^ie second of the gods 

here mentioned, the 
>~!?, "guardiau 

or 
patron," of a certain place 

bclouging to him. I conclude, then, before investigating the reading 
of the words, that the meaning of the first sentence {e), is to this 

effect?" I-, to X. the guardian, to Y. to Z. the Biedian Gods." 

In the second sentence the four words after the first are nomina 

tives; the first, then, is probably a verb, and the sixth its object. The 

last consists of known characters, and reads man or ban. The former 

of these is just what wo should expect for the accusative of the 

pronoun of the first person, which in Persian and Sanskrit is mam) 

tho most likely object, when we recollect that this is part of the king's 

speech ; and being the conclusion of it, this passage always occurring 

near the end of the inscriptions, it is probably 
some form of blessing. 

" 
May X. Y. Z. the Gods,-me." 

? 21. There appears at first to be a 
great objection against the 

view that I have taken of the construction of the sentence e; the first 

word, which I take to be a verb in the first person singular, terminating 

in the same manner as what I take for datives singular. In fact, 

however, this difficulty is only apparent. From the equivalence of 

^Y^iYs: 5r^ to ^Y^Y^: it is plain that ^Y^:Y^: terminates in i ; this 

gives for the verbal termination d -i with an 
intervening consonant, 

which the analogy of cognate languages requires to be m. This lan 

guage, as we have seen in the case of 5rY and >^?Y does not distin 

guish between m and b. The termination of the dative singular might 

then be bi ; and this is by 
no means inconsistent with what we know 

of tho cognate languages. It is probable that the old Greek dative 

ended in fi and the Latin in hi. Trace? of the former arc to found in 
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l<f)i for fih from fi?, and &o'</>i for ui?fi. Tho dative of the reciprocal 

pronoun, of, when compared with the Latin sibi, points to the old form 

a f of i; and I might give other instances. It appears that while the 

abbreviated themes form the dative by adding or changing s of the 

nominative into bi (which is analogous to the change of os into oh, 

contracted ultimately into ?; for these contracted themes probably 
terminated in a or a) the theme in i in the second word formed a 

dative in iabi. In the corresponding Greek declension the dativo 

originally terminated in ?fi, contracted into **, which is analogous to 

abi ; for tho Biedian, as well as tho Sanskrit, short a corresponded 
to 

both c and o iu Greek. Tho termination, then, was originally the 

same; but the last vowel of the theme was dropped in Greek. Lot us 

uow pass to the dative plural. Its termination consists of the two 

characters ^Y>E *^Y- T"? ?*8* ls> m the older style, identical with 

the Babylonian character which terminates the name of Cyrus. It is 

there preceded by fc?j j L. 95, which occupies tho second placo 

in the name Zhaxwnqa, and is found before ta or ?ta the name of tho 

River Euphrates, PArata. It is pretty certain that the value of this 

latter was ra, and we 
may therefore assume that our 

JH^ 
was as or 

as. This is confirmed by the interchange of 
^^, 

L. 45, with >-, 

L. 11, before da in tho Great Inscription at tho East India House. 

Compare V. 19. and V. 41. Tho latter wo have seen vr&aath; and 

tho former must therefore have been as, since Kurath is inadmissible 

for Cyrus. In fact athda and asda aro very easily confounded. In 

confirmation of this value of ̂ fc I compare it with the Median Y?, 
which I am persuaded was the same character, the three horizontal 

wedges being placed on ono side of tho vertical ono instead of on both1. 

This is analogous to what has taken place with regard to the character 

tip, 
L. 44, (written tfe- in the later inscriptions at Van,) the last 

clement in Wisld?spo,, and the second in Saip&rda, as the namo is 

written at KhorsabAd. Tho corresponding Median character is l?:9 

of which the value is pa. Now tho value of the Median 
f^ 

was cor 

1 In confirmation of this, the compound character 
&'?[?; (?ee ? 39) may 

be compared with the Median 
^M^j 

which has tho same value. The first four 

wedges in each correspond; and the remainder are what we have now before us. 

(April, M48). 
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tainly as. It is uncertain from what has been yet said, whether the 

vowel before s was long or short; but as the old Greek dative termi 

nated in fo-tri, it is to be supposed that the a was short. Of course, 

however, if a long a preceded it, as that which inheres in ?Y, this 

would make the short one to disappear; >?rY ?Y^ must be read das. 

The other character in this termination, ^"Y, seems to correspond 

with 
Vf, 

L. 275, which is interchanged with ?}, 
L- 225, hi. This 

would load us to think that 
?] 

was a homophone of ^Y^Ysr and 

?=$ ; but it is found in these inscriptions with ?:Y! inserted after it 

(compare V. 19. and V. 44.) Accordingly it must have tho value 

ba or wa. The dative plural then terminates in this language inasiva; 
and by analogy the old Greek terminated in eo-Fi; where the ? 

repre 

sented a, as it does in the reduplication in ri?nfii, and the like. 

? 22. The verb in the latter sentence is 
^Y ^YY<Y J?^ Jty^ \ 

the last three characters being already known to be rinav. There is 

some resemblance between 
^Y 

and ^Y, L. 105, which represents par 

in the names of Parsa, Par?/?a?//a and Saynxda at Nakhsh-i-Rustam. 

The resemblance to tho cursive form used in the age of Ncbuohad 

nozzar is still more striking; and that this is really its equivalent is, I 

think, certain from the words \ll ?:YYxV ^?? ^Y 
at the beginning of 

M. 25. ; which aro two Babyloniaii words that frequently occur 

together in the Great Inscription at the India House, as well as in 

Botta's Inscription. They 
are in the lapidary characters 190. 52. ; 

190. 105.; compare III. 40,45,53, and Porter's transcript, which 

gives the words in cursive characters. The identity of form between 

^11 and the cursive equivalent of L. 190. and between ^-YY?' and 

that of L. 52. is obvious, whence 
^Y 

must be the same as L. 105. It 

appears that in this language the combination par.ri is equivalent to 

what wo should write pri) tho r 
having very much tho nature of a 

vowel which may be expressed twice. I therefore read the word 

prinan, and I take it for a verb in the third person plural, 
n 

being the 

termination proper to the person, na a 
conjugational suffix, and pri the 

root. Now pri, tj, is a Sanskrit root, which takes the suffix na of the 

9th conjugation; and it signifies, at least in the Vedas, not only "infill" 
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but "?o defend?" It would thus be equivalent to the Persian p?tu, 
which begins 

a sentence, occupying the same position in the Achoo 

menian inscriptions as / does in these which we are considering. A 

different sentence from this terminates the different inscriptions in the 

Khorkhor series; it concludes with the word ?? 
(y?) J"Hf ^Z* ; 

V. 13. 41., for which we have, at the end of XII., the king's 
name in 

the nominative, with the patronymic, exactly 
as in c, and then in place 

of the verb "says/* ?? 
?^y *ZT. It would seem that we have here 

the third person of a verb, of which ?? t^l? ?li is tue fir?t- We 

must suppose, then, that f*^ is a homophone of 
^?^?1 ; wo havo 

already found it to have the value bi in Babylon, and must now give 
that of mi also. In this there is no difficulty ; but I confess that I 

caunot satisfactorily explain the termination of tho third person sin 

gular in n or na. I should have expected to meet ti in its place. Is 

it possible that this is tho nominative of tho participle, tho sub 

stantive verb being understood? The initial character of this word 
occurs in both Babylonian and Median, representing the first syllable 
of the name ZXi&ranga in tho former; and in the latter representing 
iu combination with t the middle syllable of tac?mram. From this 

last word its value in Median is clearly determined to bo sha, or 

zha which was not likely to bo distinguished from it. It seems to 

havo been a modification of y> an<^ nas ^he same long vowel 

inhering in it as that has. I accordingly value it as sh?. The verb 
iu the first person is then shadumi, aud in the third singular (or the 
nominative of the participle?) sh?dun. I defer giving any attempt at 

explaining the sentence, of which this is the termination, but will copy 
it as it stands in XII. 28, 29., and V. 10-13., marking the divisions 

of lines, as thero given, by semicolon. 

te ?? a?) ??> ^T<y (t?o ; <mw ^ *=m*= 
<T- ?i> -EW ; I ̂ T fo H?) -m (9) 

In tho last word the character after 
J^~ is indistinct, but analogy 

^liews that it can bo nothing else than tXly the vowel which in other 

places without number follows 
Jy^r. 

This is the reading in V. 13. 
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In VI. 32. wo have this word written T *^YY J^r; >-^, and in 

XII. 29. V. 4L, and most other places | >4?\ In III. 24. and 

IV. 45, it is evident that tho second of these readings existed; the 

^yyv is, however, destroyed in tho former passage ; and the ̂ YY and 

^, which are there quite perfect, have lost a wedge each in the 

latter passage. It is important to notice this ; as it should satisfy 
any one that there are three genuine readings; and I will now com 

paro them together. Let mo first, however, observe that the new 

character <Y>- is identical in form with Median and Babylonian cha 

racters 
representing si) and is often followed by 

a non-essential ^r^1 

i. There can, therefore, bo no doubt that its value is *L 

? 23. The first of these readings compared with the second proves 

tho identity of >^ and >^Y<Y. I have already given to the former 

the valuo tha ; and it appears from ? 5. that a is tho vowel which 

terminates >~?:Y<Y. I at first gave this last character the value da, 

as it resembles the equivalent in the Assyrian Inscriptions of ?EY<Y> 
L. 2G8., tho initial syllable in the name of Darius; I fiud, however, 
that this equivalent is exactly copied in the character >~>-Y<Y As the 

two former characters which express the sound of th, >-^ and 
*~W, 

were derived from those which represent that of s 
by 

a 
slight altera 

tion ; so this is derived in a similar manner from one which expresses 

the sound of d. That the sounds th and dh arc intermediate between 

tho doutais and sibilants will be readily admitted. The verb signi 

fying "says" is thus dtha, corresponding to the Sanskrit aha) and that 

tho h in this word was originally o7?,as in many other words, appears 

from the form of the second person, which is dttha. This is an important 

confirmation of the values given to tho vowels 
|y 

and 5rYI, A com 

parison of the third form of the word before us shews that Y is equi 

valent to T *^YY ?y^ (?:Y?). 
At first this appears scarcely credible; 

but when we recollect, what is fully proved, that the pronoun 
" 

I," 

anahu, is in Babylonian written indifferently with Y feY, L. 1.113, 

and with Y? ̂Y yEY, L- 4. 140., 113, giving ^ 
= ana, it becomes, 

natural to expect 
a similar abbreviation in tho present language. I 

conceive that the abbreviation consists in writing the ideograph for 
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" 0110" in placo of the letters which compose tho word signifying this 
idea. I presume that in Babylonian that word was ana. In liko 

manner, bi was the Babylonian word signifying 
" 

two;" and, accord 

ingly, the numeral for " two 
" 

is used to express the second syllable iu 
the name of 

Babylon, 
on some of the gems, which represent the head 

of Nebuchadnezzar, encircled by his name and titles. In like manner, 

we may expect to find tho word signifying 
" one" written at full length 

as above in the two first forms, and represented by the numeral cha 

racter iu tho last. Tho characters composing their name are 
already 

valued with the exception of the first; they are wina. Now, that 

the first character T is u, equivalent to 
E^yy*^ appears from tho 

word 
T^yy ̂ 

of IV. 43., which in V. 8. is written 
Y^ff J V\ In 

another word, which I mentioned in ? 15., this initial character is fol 

lowed by ^yyy^j 
the more common form of u. The other form of it 

is equivalent to 
J^ , L. 42., and occurs pretty often in the Babylonian 

Inscriptions, evidently 
as a vowel, but the distinction between i and u 

in Babylonian seems to have been often neglected. On tho strength of 
this value of tho Van character, I have corrected the Babylonian 

ono 

from i to v. It thus appears that the first numeral in this ancient 

language 
was uwina, from which the Latin Una is easily derived ; as 

arc also the Greek ftv and tho Lithuanic wiena. Whether uwinatha 

in this sentence is an inflection of the numeral, a distinct word, as 

unconnected with it as the Babylonian anaku with ana, or two distinct 

words, must be reserved for future inquiry. 

? 24. I will now consider the divine names, which are found in 

the nominative in /, and in the dative in e. The first namo in tho 

list is ̂ >~y>*- 
z 
^^y^ ??: V", the last three characters of which 

have been already valued as bis. This word has been found in tho 

genitive plural, 
as there is ground for supposing, tho case terminating 

in binan; see ?? 16, 17\ It would appear, then, that it is both a 

proper name, and also a common noun 
admitting 

a 
plural form. Tho 

first word in the sentenco last quoted is evidently another inflection 

of the same noun ;it terminates in bids; and it is natural to suppose 

1 The supposed genitives plural nabinam and ?luwinam occur in clauses which 

contain one other word only, and which are found in various contexts:?sometimes 

at the begiuning of the inscription, followed by the clause "the king says." Tho 

second word in this clause terminates iu na, and is, I presume, an instrumental, 
the clause signifying 

" 
permissu dcorum" or the like. It cannot, therefore, I 

think, admit of doubt that this case is really the genitive plural. 
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that this is tho accusative plural, tho object of the verb shddumi. 

Now, the character >- is of value entirely unknown; there is nothing 
to hinder its being na or nd, which would give us for the name of this 

god, the common noun nabi, which signifies 
" a god" in both Median 

and Babylonian, and which may very well have that value in this 

language also. In fact, if we read the name navi, which we are at 

liberty to do, it may be referred to tho Sanskrit root nu, to worship, 
whence the Latin nu-men. It is not improbable, too, that the Sanskrit 
noun ravis, is a modification of this very word. The interchange of r 

and n in these languages is very common ; and what more likely than 

that in a language which had "a star" for the hieroglyphic of "a god,' 
tho suu should be the principal deity, tho nabis Kar (?oxrjvl That the 

Babylonians applied tho generic word to a particular deity as his 

proper name, we 
happen to know from Is. xlvi. 1, where Ncbo is men 

tioned ; and the deities of this people 
were the same, or 

nearly so, as tho 

Babylonian. It appears, then, that >-*-Y>- is used as an abbreviation 

for >->-Y>- > *- 
^Y?zY^r ?:?= 5 tho last character being non-essential, 

because it is a vowel inhering in 
^]?:]?:, 

and the first being here a 

non-phonetic prefix. The nominative and dative plural have, in placo 

of the theme, >->~Y>- Y-<-?-<t 
which is phonetically equivalent 

to 

>->_Y>~ or >_>-Y>-. >^_ 
^Y^Y^ ^Jr^ 

unless indeed the final vowel 

was lengthened. The declension is then? 

Singular. 

Nom. * 
>-]>- 

^ 
^y^I^ ? ? ^ nahl$ 

Ace. 
>-^y^ 

v*- 
^y^y>= ??: ?y^ 

nabin. 

Gon. Not found, (see ? 28.) 

Dat. 
3-^y^- 

>? 
<y^y^ ^^ ^y{ ^T^I^ 

mMahi 

Plural. 

Nom. 
>-^y?- y?< V" nabis (or nabis ?) 

Ace. ^^^ 
?~ 

^y^y^ ̂ y? >^yyn^^*. 
Gen. >^y>- 

>->- 
<y^y^ ̂  $& ?y> m?^w< - 

Dat. >~>-y?~ y~-<-<-< ̂ y^ ^y 
nabiaswa. 
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In XIII. 15, tho next name is written mm?- 
^v **"! r IT 

(or perhaps ^y) V" ; and in XIV. 15. it is written 

?y- ^y tyy t:t ̂  (?) ̂ ?y y* v wa. ? $. (i> ?. ?. ?. 
The second syllable is not to be relied on; tho word occurring but 

once, and the characters in the middle of it being incorrect or doubtful. 

Whether this be the name at full length, of which tho ordinary form 

is an abbreviation, must remain open for future inquiry; but I think 

it probable. The next name is written *~>~y>- 
M 

(jyy^) 4^, and 

should, I suppose be read Pamas or Pr?uas. This word is frequently 
abbreviated by the omission of tho 

K^~. 
The sentence, or clause,/, 

should, I conceive, be read as follows. I give it with an interlineary 
translation. 

Prinan Nabis Waism?s Pamas, Nabis, man. 

Custodiant Nabis Veism?s (et) Parnus, Dii, mo. 

The remainder of the inscription after the last word is evidently a 

part of the same sentence; and on 
comparing it with tho concluding 

sentences of several of tho Persepolitan inscriptions, it is natural to ex 

pect that it should contain the copulativo conjunction. Now tho word 

y>- *T?: 
occurs several times in this part of the different inscriptions. 

The first charactor in it, y>~, 
is not tho eamo as tho Median 

y , 
the horizontal wedge in that letter being at the bottom of tho vertical 

one, whereas here it is in the middle. That character represents tho 

syllable ivash or mazh; neither the w and m nor the sh and zh are dis 

tinguished. I suspect that V*~ occurs in the Median Nit, inscription, 
with the same value as here; but Wcstergaard has not distinguished 
it from 

y 
. In my Babylonian alphabet I had given tho value h, g, 

or y, to a character which corresponds to this. As an l> 
5:^ is in 

serted ad libitum after it, in the royal 
name C, which indicates that 

the syllable terminates in that vowel, I value it as hi. This gives, 
as 

might be expected, a form of the conjunction analogous to known 

Indo-Germanic ones, as the separate word Ka\ and tho enclitics que in 

Latin and cha in Sanskrit and Zend. 

? 25. The character 
>->~y>- 

is perhaps the most unsatisfactory one 

in the inscriptions, owing to its admitting so many different values. 
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It corresponds to the Star, which is tho first and most remarkable 

character on the Babylonian bricks. Originally it probably signified 
" a star;" and this may be its meaning in the ideographic compound 
which signifies 

" heaven" in the great inscription at the India House 

and at Pcrscpolis, >->^- ?^Ly, 
L. 287, 135; meaning "the place (or 

abode) of tho stars (or of the gods)." The signification "god" is> 

however, admissible in this compound; and it alone suits it in tho 

Perscpolitan, Babylonian, and Assyrian inscriptions. This was by 
no means the only cuneiform character that was 

originally ideographic. 

The lapidary character 182, answering to tho Third Perscpolitan 

?^~y, 
and our 

?^mf) 
ia a rude representation of "a house," which 

the character signifies. It is often joined with M*-, L. 39, meaning 

"great," forming the compound S^fff Cz?^ which occurs in the 

Van inscriptions repeatedly, as well as in tho Bcibylonian and Assy 
rian inscriptions, 

in tho sense of 
" 

great houso* or 
" 

palace." Again, 

L. 91, our 
^?JMj 

is clearly 
a representation of a rampart and 

parapet; whence it signified "a fortified town;" and this list might 
be considerably increased. From the signification "god" or nabi, the 

character 
v->~y>- easily passed to be a determinative prefix to names 

of gods, 
as of Ormazd in the Perscpolitan inscriptions, and very many 

in the more ancient ones. But it is also used as a 
phonetic clement 

in words; and here lies the great difficulty as to its use. In both 

Median and Babylonian it has the phonetic value an, as may be fully 

proved; and in some words in the Van inscriptions this value suits it 

as well as could be desired. For example, in the verb which begins 

tho sontenco e, which is 
^?<^ ^->^\^- fy ^?^?1, 

the first character 

evidently corresponds to tho 
*^yy< 

of the Median, which is inter 

changed with 
^yy, answering to our 

^yy^:. 
Its value is u, which 

before a vowel would bo vj. Giving to the second character the valuo 

an, tho word becomes v)andmi; which is an actual Sanskrit verb, sig 

nifying, according to Bopp, "colo, veneror, deditus sum," than which 

nothing could better suit the context. The sentence e is thus to be 

read and translated as follows:? 

Wandmi Nabiabi -bi Waismdbi, Parnabi, nohianwa 

Deditus sum Nabi custodi, Veism (ct) Parno, Diis 

Bididdswa. 

Biedicis. 
vol. ix. 2 L 
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There are other words in which the same 
phonetic 

value suits 

>->-Y>- ! but there are others, especially proper names, where it has 

an i, ?:?, inserted occasionally after it, which seems to indicate that it 

expresses something terminating in that vowel. Whether that were 

nabi, ni, or bi or mi, I will not venture as yet to decide, there being 

arguments in favour of each of these suppositions. Provisionally, 

however, I have assigned it the value ni. 

? 26. We may now return to the royal 
names in the 4th and 

following sections. Tho sentence b begins with a namo of which tho 

first syllable is Ar, ? 14, and tho last nis, ? 25. Between these wo 

havo iudiflereutly tzl and 
?-fy^ j^ff. 

We have seen that ^3YY 

is s, and ^l? must therefore terminate in s. Now, a character of liko 

form, ^y 
L. 77, is used in the name of Artaxerxes, Artakhchassi, as 

it is in tho Persian, on the Venice Vase1. It is there found after y sa, 

and before a character which certainly begins with s; it can, there 

fore, be nothing but s or as. The former of these values is inadmis 

sible; for if 
"^y 

were equivalent to ^3TY> the insertion of 
^ff^y 

before the latter word would be unaccountable. Consequently, ?zl 

is as; and tho name Arasnis. To bring tho reading Aras from 

^y*->^yy<y ̂yy^ ^yy> 
w? must g^e to >-yy^ the value of 

either a or ra; but if it were a 
single vowol it would occur much 

oftener than it does, and be interchanged with t-(\} which it never is. 

1 In most instances in the Babylonian and Assyrian inscriptions, L. 77 and its 

equivalent ?M are determinative prefixes of names of districts of country, 

smaller than those denoted by < . In tho Median, two characters resemblo 

that before us; but neither corresponds to it. One is ?-\ ka or ga; the other 

>_T t. It is to be observed, however, and the observation may be of great 

importance, that this last character is often used, like L. 77, as a determinative 

prefix. It takes the place of >~ before characters which the addition of a wedge 

like this would convert into different characters ; as, e. g. before 
>-] 

or ?j( 

which a prefixed >- would convert into >~>~Y or 
>-?lY. 

I believe that these two 

derivative prefixes >~ and 
^Y 

are exclusively used before words which literally 

or 
metaphorically denote place. (April, 104H.) 
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I therefore givo it tho valuo raK Tho only other character in this 

sentence which remains unvalued is 
^, 

which is nearly identical in 

form with the character 
4^, 

L. 151, which begins the name of 

Xerxes, preceding ^^-9 
si. That the value of j& terminates with a 

appears from comparing XVL 14 with XIII. 17. I therefore value 

it as ha. Tho sentence b thus becomes? 

Arrasnis Kinudkanas dtha. 
Arrasnis Kinu filius dicit. 

Tho latter part of tho second group, kanas (or ganas?for it is ques 
tionable if h and g wero distinguished), is allied to yovos or ytvnt) and 

hinud is the theme in its crude form, without any termination that 

might mark the junction. I cannot hesitate to consider the second 

word as a 
patronymic adjective. In the sentence c all the characters 

are known, but the beginning of the first word is doubtful for reasons 

mentioned in the last section. It is probably? 

Niridtiris A rrasni-hanas atha. 

Niriduris Arrasnis filius dicit. 

In the remaining royal 
name 

*^^ 
is unvalued. This may be tu, pu, 

or hu; and I think the last the most probable. It occurs also in the 

namo of a country, Kutapra, as I incline to read it, of which it is the 

initial character. This may perhaps be connected with the Khuta of 

the Egyptian inscriptions and tho Kuthah of Scripture. I read, then, 

the names in ? 6.? 

Kinuds Skuina-kanas. 

Kinuas Scuwini filius. 

? 27. The word J^f Z?]]] (]}) ? or (\^. which 
last two characters I regard 

as 
equivalent, 

occurs very frequently. 
It 

1 As I understand that doubts have been entertained as to this being the truc 

value of this character, I think it right to add that there is positive evidence that 

its Babylonian value was ~\. In the contract published by Porter, the names of 

several parties occur in the body of the inscription and again under their respective 

seals. One of these names is written in one place with 
>?TT-<^^ 

and in the 

other with >^-YY<Y and that this last is 1 there can be no doubt. Whether 

or not the character sometimes stands by abbreviation for rada or lada is a distinct 

question; I believo it does. (April, 1040.) 
2 L 2 
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is evidently 
a verb in the first person singular, and must mean 

" 
I 

appoint," 
or the like; answering to rionpu, dadh?mi in Sanskrit. Now 

the first character 
?yy^f 

is nearly identical in form with the Baby 

lonian character 
Jyyl^y, 

L. 72. which represents ta in Wisht?spa. 
There is reason, however, to think that its vowel is a, and I accord 

ingly give it the value ta; and suppose ?^^YYY, m which a long ? 

inheres, to bo ta or th?. The word is thus tathdmi. This reading, 

not being as yet confirmed by any word in which 
S^yf occurs, is 

doubtful ; but the doubt only affects the consonant contained in tho 

value of that character; and tho equivalence 
of tho verb to rt?q/u I 

consider certain1. The two first words of tho inscription 
aro then 

Kabin tath(J)dmi, pono Nabim; then come bdivina asuria, respecting 

the meaning of which, though I cannot speak with confidence, 1 will 

offer an 
opinion, that appears to me probable enough. I take these 

two words to be an accusative plural, connected with Nabin by tho 

copulative conjunction understood, as in tho sentences e 
and/. This 

conjunction was 
probably supplied by the reader in theso well-known 

formulas. I suppose the theme of the former word to be baiuin. cor 

responding to the Sanskrit bhdvin, "existens," and I take the latter 

to be a diminutive in the neuter gender from asura, corresponding to 

the Zend ahura, tho Persian aura, and to tho asura of tho Veda 

dialect, which, according to 
Bcnfey, 

is used in tho same sense, denot 

ing a deity or being superior to men. The meaning is, then, I sup 

pose, 
" the inferior deities that exist;'1 of which the bagdha ty? hati 

of the Bchistun inscription, IV. Gl. 63, is a translation; "the infe 

rior deities, as many as there are." It is an objection to this explan 

ation of tho words, that the terminations are not thoso of the Sanskrit 

language, though they 
are of tho G reek; but thero aro so many other 

instances, in which tho languago of thoso inscriptions approximates to 

the Greek, where they deviate from the Sanskrit, that I can 
lay 

very little stress on this objection; and it seems a confirmation of this 

translation that we have, at the beginning of another sentenco, Nabi, 

HT -OTT HTH tt> Nahin ??* HT -Sffl H?H >^ 

1 I have since satisfied myself that this verb must signify "honour** or the 

like. Thero are reasons for giving the second character tho value pa or phd, and 

there are others forgiving it the value sha. If the initial character of the Median 

name for Zharanga be the same as this (as Westergaard's statements render pro 

bable) the balance of evidence will be in favour of sh?; otherwise, I should lean 

to p?, connecting the nouu tap?sina (as the instrumental of a verbal in si) with 

the same root. (April, 1U48.) 
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Although tho word which I have expressed in cuneatic characters, 

and which terminates in un, is in XLII. 4. found in a separate line 

from that which precedes it, I am disposed to consider it as the latter 

part of a compound adjective or adverb, with which Nab i and Nabin 
asitri can equally combine. If so, these must be words of kindred 

meaning, 
as Nabis, the supremo God, and the divine spirits, would be. 

I throw this out for tho consideration of those who are better ac 

quainted with tho rules of Sanskrit composition than I am. I can at 

present offer nothing satisfactory as to the value of either T^rf 
or 

?-Syyy, 
I would thus translate the clause a which begins the inscrip 

tion: "I admit, or 
acknowledge, Nabis and the inferior deities, whatever 

there are;" and I suppose the word 
>-?zH.y ??^TTT (^^^0 >YY*> 

which generally follows this clause, to be a verb in the third person 

plural, perhaps signifying "to have subjected or rendered infe 

rior1;" for it takes a double regimen, 
one proper name of either a 

man or a 
country in the accusative, and another in a different case, 

which I supposo to be the genitive; for the dative has been found to 

terminate differently. The union of these two verbs without a con 

junction to connect them seems strange; and I am not sure whether 

the reader was 
expected 

to supply the proper conjunction, 
or whe 

ther the language did not require it. At any rate, there arc other 

undoubted instances of tho same omission. Thus, in XII. 7. 

after "Niriduris says," wo have ?I< ?^y^: Jz* ? (the numeral) 

^yyyy ^y^ 
Y>->->- ; the last three characters are Assyrian, 

aud signify "palaces;" then follow what appear to be the names 

of tho three palaces; and then a similar sentence begins, 

??< ̂ yyy^: J^* <<? >^^yy y?-*^'- 
which is auother Assyrian group 

1 It is y?-un, the consonant of the second character being unknown. Can the 

root be akin to the Sanskrit yachh or yam ? The second character is also found 

as medial in a verb 
?^?1 ?y^j ?-^fff (E^f^) ?l? pa-umi, which cer 

tainly corresponds to the Sanskrit p?loy?mi or the Gothic f?dja. The Sanskrit 

/ is often a corruption of d; and is probably so here. This would give for tho 

value of 
^yyy 

du or iu> ail(l indeed I have observed a place in the inscrip 

tions where it seems interchanged with ?~L? J 
and its undoubted homophone 

TTT^y. Probably, therefore, the word is yalun. [it is yarun, t. e.ya arun, the 

first being the relative pronoun in the nom. plural neuter, and the other a verb 

agreeing with it in the imperfect. The meaning is, I presume, qu d?dire. 

(April, 1H4I?.)] 
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signifying "cities, or fortified towns." Tho first word, which ter 

minates in mi, can be nothing else than tho verb signifying 
" I 

possess;" giving for the passage the translation, 
" 

I possess the three 

palaces, P, Q, and R. I possess twenty-three towns." Now in II. 6. 

we have this verb depending 
on tathdmi, much in the same manner 

as I have supposed the verb after clause a to do. We read tathdmi 

Vidwakanabi ni Vidwakanabi ninudubi khdumi, as I read tho verb 
last cited. 

" 
I appoint (or prescribe, 

as a condition of peace) to 

Vifiwakanas, the son of King Vi?was- that I shall possess1." 

Whatever the meaning of ninudubi may be, I think it plain that it is 
a dative, in apposition with the name of the vanquished king, and 

contains no conjunction. The value of ??< is determined from tho 

name Hakhamanishiya in the Third Persepolitan inscriptions; it 

being of the same form as the second character in that name after the 

determinative prefix; and from its taking d after it, ad libitum, in 

this word and elsewhere: see II. 25. I am not prepared to say of 

how many kindred values this character will admit; nor will I discuss 
the roots in other languages which are cognate to that before us. 

? 28. The case which I have supposed to be the genitive is found de 

pending on 
>-?;J<Y **-5yyy ?yy^ 

m several words. In V. 42. we have 

the double regimen M?d?n Amdnaya%, and in V. 45. we have the same 

case of the patronymic, Kinudkanaya. As we had in the last section 

a patronymic terminating in kanabi, it is plain that these are distinct 

1 This translation must be modified; yet I believe it to convey the true meaning 
of the original. It should be observed that the leading verb tashami (or taparni) 

here terminates with 
^Y^iY^ij 

while in the initial sentence previously quoted, it 

terminates in ^.^ 
the latter was probably the ending of the transitive, the 

former of the middle voice. To honour one's self on a vanquished enemy may 
have been an idiomatic expression for imposing terms on him. The Greek ri<a, 
which is 

" to honour" in the active, admits in the middle the sense of " 
imposing a 

penalty." That the verb here occurring has the sense of 
" 

honouring," or some 

thing very similar, is evident from a sentence in XLII. 5, C, beforo the com 
mencement of the king's speech. Tash?mi Kinudm Sputoina-kanan uru tashdyami 
nabin, 

" I honour Kinu?s, tho son of Spuwinus, as I would honour a god." This 
is a complete seuteuce. The form of the potential mood which it gives is interest 

ing, and is I believe unique in these inscriptions. (April, 10411.) 
* This genitive is often abbreviated 

>-?; ^T ?z^. 
The ideographic 

prefix >-^ is hero used as equivalent to 
>~(\(, 

?s the corresponding character 

is in the names of Babylon and Bactria at Nakhsh-i-Rustam ; while the initial 

short a is dropped. 
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cases, and not variations in the case-ending 
in different declensions. 

Now, a 
genitive 

in aya from a nominative in as is exactly in accord 

ance with Greek analogy, where we have in the oldest dialect oto from 

or. It is fair to state that the genitive of the patronymic is sometimes 

found without the final ya; but this I regard as a compendious mode 
of writing, permitted when there was a scarcity of room, and which 
the reader was 

expected to correct. The dative in one instance and 

the accusative in several are reduced to the single initial character &. 

In XX VIII. 4. wo have Kinudya, which is evidently tho same case of 

Kinuds, and in V. 45 we have the same case of Arrasnis, which ?a 

Arrasni >^?jK y ?:^ ; at tho end of III. 26 wo have the conclusion 

of this word written >-?j< y )l ??: ; the termination is, therefore, 

dya; and it is obvious that >%lY< y 
can have no other value than yd. 

We are thus enabled to complete the declension of a theme in i, given 
in ? 24, so far as the four principal 

cases are concerned. The geni 
tive singular would be, according to this analogy, nabiydya. Of tho 
theme in a, I can 

only give the singular, 
nom. as; ace. an; gen. aya; 

dat. abi; and the accusative plural, which in the masculine is as, and 

in tho neuter probably a; see ? 27. The masculine form is met witb 

XIII. 14, where wo have before shadumi, and evidently as its object, 

?:^ %z?l V" yas, 
" 

quos." I am not sure of the meaning of this verb, 
but am inclined to think it equivalent to the jadiydmi of the Persian 

inscriptions. It is probable that the nominative plural 
was the same as 

the accusative in both masculine and neuter; alus walhas in VIII. 9 

seems to bo tho nominative plural; and I take it to signify "the great 

gods." Alus seems interchanged with nabis in the plural, and I 
believe it is not used in the singular. It may possibly be of Hebrew 

origin. The declension of a masculine theme in d is, as far as I havo 

ascertained it, sing. 
nom. as; ace. an; gen. dya ; dative plural pro 

bably dswa; it is more likely that tho nominative of the adjective 
" 

Biedian" ended in as, after the analogy of lanas, Inv?ns, than that as 

should produce dswa. 

? 29. The occurrence of Amdnaya in the genitive, as noticed in 

the beginning of the last ?, implies a fact of more historical import 
than any which we have yet met with. The wars of Arrasnis were 

carried on in conjunction with the Armenians, and against the Medes; 

Bieda, the country of the inscriptions, was, then, in all probability, 
a 

part of Armenia; and we may fancy the existence of an alliance, such 

as 
formerly existed in Etruria, among the difTereut Armenian priuccs; 
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Bieda being at this time the loading city. If it were only a city or 

small province in Armenia, the change to it from the province men 

tioned in the inscription I. (see ? 19.) will not be very difficult to 

account for. The seat of government might be removed, without there 

being any change in the dynasty. 
? 30. I have now stated the most important points connected 

with the Van inscriptions, that I have as yet ascertained, or that I 

consider to rest on 
higldy probable grounds. From my possessing 

but a slight knowledge of Sanskrit, and from my having access to a 

very small quantity of the important matter contained in Botta's 

inscriptions, I have been able to make much less progress than I 

might otherwise have done. I flatter myself, however, that thoso 

who read this paper will admit that I havo niado a 
beginning, and 

gone a considerable way, in the decipherment and interpretation of a 

set of inscriptions, which, however slight may bo their value in a 

historical point of view, are invaluable to the philologer, as being 

beyond all comparison tho oldest specimens of tho Asiatic branch 

of the Indo-Germanic family ;?nay, for aught that wo know to tho 

contrary, they 
aro more ancient than any Greek which has come down 

to us. 
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ADDITIONAL MEMOIR. 

4th March, 1848. 

? 31. Tub present Paper is intended as supplementary to that 
which was read on tho 4th December, 1847. It contains new results, 

chiefly derived from a careful examination of the passages in the 

inscriptions in which numerals occur. I will begin with explaining 
the numeral system used by the different people who employed cuneatic 

characters. This I am enabled to do in a somewhat more perfect 
manner than I did in my Paper which was read at the lloyal Irish 

Academy, 
on the llth January, 1847; where, however, the nature of 

the system is clearly exhibited. 

The primitive system of numerals seems to have employed 
two 

characters only; a vertical wedge Y, which might be of any length 

and which expressed one; and a hook or angle /, the primitive form 

of which I believe to have been a horizontal wedge with its point to 

the left, and for which an oblique wedge sloping downwards to the 

right 
was also used. This expressed ten. The nine multiples of one 

and ten were expressed by repeating these elements as in the Roman 

and Hieroglyphic systems; and when tens and units had to be com 

bined, the latter were placed to the right of the former. By this 

means tho first ninety-nine numerals were expressed. 

At Babylon, so far as I can judge from the documents which have 

reached me, it seems to have been a rule that no more than three 

wedges should be placed in a horizontal row. Thus eight 
was there 

expressed by eight wedges in rows of three, three, and two, and nine 

by 
rows of three in each. At Khorsabad and at Van, however, eight 

is expressed by !!!! and seven by yL 
the long wedge to the left of 

the short ones denoting five. That this is tho numeral value of this 

last character ?dearly appears from the facts that at Khorsabad, where 

the years of the king's reign 
occur in succession, it is found after 

'Jy 

and before ????, the inscription being nearly perfect between it and 

tho last character; while between it and the first there are two long 

intervals, where the text is lost, in cither of which a "sixth year" 

might have been mentioned; and again, at Van, ^yi 
occurs in XVII. 

B. 5, while in XVII. A. 4, containing the same text (see ? 34) \ ̂  
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is found. Nine does not occur in any of the Van Inscriptions; 
but at Khorsabad it is found in the form yy. I at ouo timo 

supposed that ^?:, which occurs frequently as a numeral in both 

copies of XVII, had this value; but on further examination I find 

that it must have denoted one half. It is always placed after the 

noun to which it refers, in which it differs from other numerals. It 

occurs three times with no noun after it, which clearly establishes this 

point. (See ? 35.) The long vertical wedge to tho left of one or 

more hooks denoted fifty, and is, I believe, constantly used as such in 

expressing seventy, eighty, or ninety; for sixty we have both 
f^ 

and 

^>>. 
In the table of the characters, arranged according to their 

elements, all the units and tens used at Van will be found with their 

values. 

? 32. One or more hundreds were expressed by y>- preceded by a 

numeral. This is used as a word, and never like the Roman C as a 

numeral. It is probable that the word signifying 
" 

hundred" com 

menced with this character. Thousands were 
expressed in like manner 

by ^y>- preceded by a numeral. The ideographic connection of this 

character with the preceding is obvious; but this is no objection to tho 

supposition that both denoted the words expressing hundred and thou 

sand, phonetically 
as well as 

idcographically. Tho latter character 

certainly denoted si or shi, (? 22) and I presume that this was tho 

initial syllable of the word signifying 
" 

thousand," if not tho entire 

word. Myriads were expressed either by ^f>- preceded by one or 

more tens, or 
by ]l >->~y>- 

?::3 dnvi, preceded by 
ono or more units. 

Considering tho liability of I and n, as well as of tho labials, to bo 

interchanged, I cannot but compare this word with ^N1. In the 

Ainharic language this word signifies 
" a 

myriad," and I believe *\t? 

signifies a 
" 

thousand;"?a very curious coincidence. Tho Ainharic lan 

guage being derived from the Himyaritic, and tho characters of the 

latter being found on 
cylinders similar to those at Babylon, (as at 

Vienna, Coll. Orient., Cyl. No. 144,) while cuneatic inscriptions have 

been found in Arabia, the connection between the ancestors of the 

Ethiopians and those who used the cuneatic character was 
probably 

1 This passage is erroneous. The word is avibi, or tho like; the aecond 

character being >->^y<. 
See note to ? 37. (April, 1U4?.) 
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not so remote as might at first be supposed. The following example? 
of large numbers taken from V. 8 and VI. 30 will sufficiently illus 

trate the system 
:? 

<? <?^ m <h im T- <? 36>830 

m w -h ? n <h w i- <? R?32-538 
? 33. Ordinal numbers arc not found at Van ; or if they be, they 

are written phonetically. At Khorsab?d, also, they are not used, the 

cardinals being substituted for them. Thus " in my 5th year" is 

expressed by the preposition in, "in," (as in the Third Perscpolitan 
and Babylonian Inscriptions), tho ideograph or abbreviation for "year," 

Yy*, 
and the affix 

^fy y<1', 
" 

my," (as at Persepolis and Babylon). 
In the Babylonian contracts, however, we have ordiual numbers, 

which are formed from the cardinals by adding 
a character like >^*-9 

but sloping downwards to the right. For this we have L. 157 in the 

great East India Company's Inscription; where in II. 57 occurs 105. 

8. 157. 105. 19. 157; which I translate? "the 8th half-mojith and the 

11th half-month." I make L. 105 "a half-month" rather than "a 

month," because one of tho contracts published by G rote fend is dated 

iu the 17th ^y ( 
= L. 105) of the 40th year of Artaxerxes. From 

the small numbers with which it is generally joined, it cannot mean 
" a 

day." I suspect that this addition, forming ordinal numbers, was 

read satta; because at the end of II. 56 of the great inscription we 

have characters which must be thus read, preceded by *(*(^, the entire 

probably signifying "thirtieth." Perhaps, however, satta includes 

the plural termination, and allusion is made not to the 30th year of 

the king, but to the last years of the cycle of thirty years, which 

tho Babylonians certainly used. The plural feminine terminated in 

atta. 

? 34. Tho principal inscriptions in which large numbers of nume 

rals occur are XVII, XII and those of the Khorkhor serios. I will 

consider them in the order in which I have named thorn. The same 

matter is written twice over in XVII. I distinguish the first 31 

lines as A, and the remaining 63 as B. A blank space intervenes 

between them, as does another between the first 25 and the last 6 

of A. This repetition of the samo text occurs also in XVIII and 

XXX; while the three inscriptions XIII, XIV and XV, all lying 
near 

together, appear to have contained the same matter. 1 conceive 
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that the object of these repetitious was to guard agaiust tho text being 
rendered wholly illegible in consequence of accidents to which the 

stone is liable. It was anticipated that the different copies would not 

be injured in the same places; and that by a comparison of them the 

true reading might be discovered. And this is in fact what has hap 

pened. The lowermost copy is very much injured, but enough 
remains of it, even in its worst part, to assist in reading tho upper 

inscription, the deficiencies in which it enables us 
frequently to restore. 

There are still, however, many blanks and illegible passages which aro 

much to be regretted. The greater part of this text consists of a 

number of short sentences which must express offerings made to dif 

ferent deities. Each contains a noun, the name or 
description of a 

deity, generally abbreviated, but sometimes with the termination of 

the case which I have called the genitive; after which in A, but 

before which in B, is au 
offering, containing at least one, and often a 

second, numeral. With the exception of this transposition, which 

occurs in B in all the offerings after the first, and of tho insertion of 

supernumerary vowels or the use of equivalent characters, tho two 

texts are identical. 

? 35. I am not going to discuss this inscription except very briefly, 
and in a 

philological point of view. I must, however, express my 
couviction that a more 

important document to tho student of ethno 

graphy is scarcely to bo found, and my hope that efforts will bo made 

to obtain as correct a copy of it as is possible. That of Schulz con 

tains many errors, as a comparison of its two parts proves; and in 

respect to words which occur but once, as is the caso with many 

of those in this inscription, conjectural emendations are not to bo 

hazarded. Tho offerings made are of two kinds, which are 
expressed 

by tho abbreviations t-i^ and 
ityy. They could scarcely havo 

beeu auy thiug but auinials, as the inscriptions to bo hereafter adduced 

will show; and it is natural to attribute to them tho meanings 
oxen 

and sheep; tho former character signifying "oxon" as 
being joined 

with tho smallest number. I presumo that tho words denoted tho 

species generally, without reference to any distinction of ago or sex. 

My reasons for so thinking, as well as my modo of reading tho 

words for which these characters stand, must bo postponed till I 

examine the inscription XII. The first offering is to the three deities 

whom I have called Nabis, Veismas, and Parnas (? 24), and con 

sists of six sheep. After the three names a title occurs 
" 

tho gods 

-?Z??y Y>~>-?~." The character used by abbreviation for an adjective 
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is probably the more ancient form of 
?-Jl^y 

and the meaning may be 

"national." After this 17 oxen and 34 sheep are offered to Nab is 

with an epithet, which I cannot venture to read. It is probably a 

translation of the Assyrian title >~T] 
" the Guardian." This is by far 

tho largest offering of all. Then we have 6 oxen and 12 sheep to 

Veismns, and then again 4 oxen and 8 sheep to *^>T- ̂ ?r? 
This 

abbreviation may possibly denote the goddess Anaitis, the Assyrian 
Venus, as the phonetic value of the initial character is N. Several 

deities are then mentioned who have 2 oxen and 4 sheep; others 

who have an ox and 2 
sheep, and towards the end some have half 

an ox and a 
sheep, 

or half an ox 
only. 

The proportion of two 
sheep 

to an ox is in general maintained, but occasionally 
we have 2 oxen 

and 14 sheep, 4 oxen and 18 sheep; (the reading in both places is 

very distinct in both copies); and the last offering is of 17 sheep only. 
If all the deities mentioned were peculiar to the people whose kings 

made these offerings, tho catalogue would be less interesting; but it is 

evident that we have for the most part foreign deities mentioned. 

Some of these are mentioned by name; but in general they 
are de 

scribed by help of tho country 
or 

city where they were worshipped. 

Where the iiamo is mentioned, the determinative prefix *~>~\ begins 

it. Thus we have 
>->~y T >^<<y T\ Ub?, in A. 15, who has an ox 

and two sheep; but where a deity is described by the city or country 
of his worshippers, the character for "god" is placed last, according 

to the rules of composition, and tho name of the city 
or country 

with its proper prefix begins the word. Thus we have in A. 14, 

^Cyy ̂ ^a y^" H^" ?y ^Tyy^ ^yi ^Hf~ fiukinu-dawa-nabiaya, 

and in A. 17, V* iz]} -?f *^I >Ef fc^f S=*f| ->f 
Amdna-d?wa-nabiaya ; each of which deities has the same offering 

as the one named before. The reading of these names 
requires 

but few explanations, most of the characters having already oc 

curred. 
?I^a 

l9 l^cn^lCil^ m form with a character which occurs 

at Perscpolis and Khorsabad in the word signifying 
" 

entire;" ren 

dering in E. 6, dure-a/pv. of the Persian. It is written in that inscrip 
tion with this character preceded by 

ras and followed by to; while at 

Khorsabad it is preceded by ra, without an s, and followed by 
fa or 

uta. Tho value of this character must, therefore, have been an, giving 

for the word rasula; and that this was its value at Van also is con 
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firmed by the circumstances, that it has an inherent u at the end (cf. 

VI. 14 and 35), and that the word 
"^f ?X^ ^X\? 

an accusai;>yo 

of a noun signifying 
" wealth" or the like, would thus become wasun, 

which is Sanskrit all to the gender; and as to that, see Bopp, Gloss. 

San., p. 313, under Vasundhard. I read nabiaya; for the word is 

written in A. 3 with a short vowel. The analogy of ? 28 does not 

apply to this word. 

? 36*. The word ddwa, intorposod between the name of the country 
or town, and the word signifying "god," can mean nothing so 

naturally 
as "people." "The god of the people of Sukinu," (which 

was per 

haps Susa, written Suku in the Third Persepolitan of Nakhsh-i 

llustain) and "tho god of the peoplo of Armenia" wore the deities 

here mentioned. This word is clearly tho Greek X?fo; and on ascer 

taining its meaning, it occurred to me that the word following ni, 

"king'* in the royal titlo (see ? 19) was not a locative, as I originally 
supposed, but the genitive of a 

compound noun, Bidi-ddwa'a for -aya, 

the semi-vowel being dropped in this as in many other instances. I 

observe that, whatever other characters are dropped, tho final ?:Y? 

of this word is never omitted. I take md-dd (a contraction for 

vidd?ya, which is the form that always occurs at Persepolis and 

Khorsabad, and sometimes at Van,) 
to be a similar compound. The 

semi-vowels y and w, which seem both of them to have boon, like the 
Greek f, generally dropped in tho pronunciation, were very liable to 
be interchanged; aud the former may have prevailed in Media as the 
latter did in the country of the inscriptions. There is, I think, every 

reason to believe that the Median 
lauguage was very similar to that 

used at Vau; whence it follows that the Second Persepolitan inscrip 
tions are in the language of some other peoplo. Adopting tho analogy 
of the words Media and Median, I will use the noun Biedia and tho 

adjective Biedian, as tho most proper to express the 
country of tho 

inscriptions. I will ouly add, that tho dative plural of this adjective 
in ?? 21, 25, ought, I now think, to bo read Biaidd'aswa; though it 
is possible that a contraction may havo taken placo. 

Some other forms of describing doities aro in use. Thus wo have 

"the gods" iu the plural followed by the name of a town in the geni 

tive, and some other combinations that I cannot at present attempt 
to explain. Indeed, the very incorrect and imperfect state of the 

inscription must prove a complete bar to its being explained satis 

factorily. 

? 37. I now come to the inscription XII, and will resume the 
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passage in lino 7 which I have already translated in part in ? 27. 

It immediately follows tho scntenco " Viriduris ?ays." I am now 

satisfied that the value of 
>->^y>- 

when it had an inherent i after it, 
as mentioned in ?25, was vi (including probably &taud?u!). In 

V. 55 we have tho word V* ^]]]^ Hi?^ ^?? *Hh ??> 
which is evidently tho accusative of tho name of the country which 

is called Uwdrazhmish in tho Persian, and Waraswis in the (so-called) 
Median at Nakhsh-i-Rustam. I read the word given above Warasvin, 

which exactly agrees with the last. This value also well suits the 

word 
tl^yy >~>-y>~ 

>Zr svina, a theme signifying "a child" or 

"son," as appears from its following in the plural two other 

words which certainly signify 
" men and women." The two or 

tho three words form a very common group. The first two are 

^-.-y? ^ (y?) YV JT^yy ̂  (f-**-). 
I cannot read 

either word completely; but the latter has its first character identical 

with, and the remainder phonetically equivalent to those of an 
Assy 

rian word which occurs at Khorsabad between two, which are known to 

signify "men" and "sons" or 
"boys," while its initial character yV 

combines with the character for "son," forming a fourth word denoting 

"daughters" 
or "girls." This character is then an 

ideograph for 

"female;" but what phonetic value it had T am quito ignorant, nor 

can I account for an Assyrian word for 
" 

women'* being used instead 

1 Since the above was written, it occurred to me that perhaps I confounded 

two distinct characters; and a close examination of the inscriptions has satisfied 

me that I have done so. Tho character which has the power of vi, bi, mi, or pi, 

is properly >->-]< ! it is so represented by Schulz in the majority of instances, 

though he has repeatedly confounded it with 
>->~T>-9 

which is only used in these 

inscriptions as a determinative prefix, or as an abbreviation of the word nabi, 
" 

god." In the Berlin copy of MUlhbach's inscription, the distinction is always 
marked. The name of the king there speaking is written with the former of these 

characters after s, Arrasvh; that of his father with the latter, and I suppose it 

should be read Nabiriduris; though it is possible that it was Arriduris, the 
>->~y> 

having its Babylonian value an, which is here assimilated to the following r. It 

follows from this, that the reading wanami in ? 25 is inadmissible. The word 

is uvi?mi, or the like; the first consonant may bemor^. From the termi 

nation, I presume that it is an optative or potential. "May I-" or " 
I 

would-."* The root is perhaps connected with the Sanskrit vap, and may 

signify 
" to oner.** (April, 1B4H.) 
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of the native one in this particular connection. The name of the 

father of Viriduris must now be read Arrasvis. I find that ^ifYY 
s is only used at the beginning of a word or 

syllable1. Consequently 
the division of the first group in the sentence g, in ? 22, should be 
before this character, not after it, as I imagined when I made it the 
termination of the accusative plural. Before I quit the subject I may 
as well remark, that I now consider pu a moro 

probable valuo of 

*~?h than ku. This seems to be the Median valuo of the character; 

and I believe the identification of the name of Khuta, on which I 

chiefly relied, when I made it ku, cannot be maintained. The name 

of the second king of the series will thus bo Spuinas. 

? 38. Tho sentence which I am about to consider begins with a 

verb which I have read Uidumi, and translated 
" 

I possess." In this 

part of the inscriptions, where the terms of a 
treaty 

seem to be stated, 

all the verbs end in umi. I am pretty confident that this was a 

tense-ending, and that the proper translation is, "I shall possess" 
or 

" I am to possess." Then follows tho Assyrian phrase 
" tho thrco 

palace^' followed by ]} tV ̂  J^ ̂ <y ?| ^ ^|<| 
t%5 >jA ^ff y? 

which I read Akhunum ?tha manu dtha 

dgunusd. I take the three principal words for tho names of tho 

palaces; perhaps, however, they 
are 

appellativo nouns, expressing the 

diflereut uses of the buildings, and dtha must bo a copulativo conjunc 

tion. I formerly gave this character the simple valuo tha or dha; but 

I find it when used as a conjunction written indifferently with and 

without an initial d; see XVII. 25. Besides, though tha might beau 

enclitic conjunction, it is scarcely 
an admissible form for one which 

precedes tho noun connected by it. We have in the clause above 

quoted another clear instance of a character representing 
a consonant 

with an inherent vowel both before and after it. In different pas 

sages where tho same words occur we have 
t^ alone, and with 

cither or both of tho inherent vowels ? and u, written indifferently. 

It is, therefore, of the form dCu; and that its consonant is a guttural 

appears from a variety of considerations. In tho first place, the name 

of Thattagush at Nakhsh-i-liustain, in the Mediau Sattagus (as I read 

it, restoring a 
wedge which Westcrgaard must have overlooked, so as to 

1 In one place, indeed, (VI. 0,) it would seem as if this character were used as 

nn abbreviation for the whole word svina; but only part of the characters remain, 
and I suspect thai, though not so marked, the defaced part of the rock must have 

been large enough for the rest of the word. 
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have 
y y?YYY 

i ti placo of 
y^yyy; 

which restoration makes tho two 

first 
Babylonian and Median characters to correspond in both form 

and power,) is in Babylonian composed of the present character pre 
ceded by Sat, and followed by s or sa*. This gives directly the equi 
valence of this character to agu. Secondly, there is a word which 

occurs very frequently in the great East India Company's inscription 
in connexion with buildings; it is often joined with kum (DP) "front," 

and can 
signify nothing 

so 
naturally 

as 
" 

rear." It consists of tho 

Lapidary equivalent of tho present character (62) preceded by (4) N 
and followed by (252) "). It is natural to read it THIN which accords 
with tho above value. Thirdly, the two proper names 

occurring in 

tho passago before us may be compared with N/lDflN, or Sy?Arava, a 

comparison of which shows that the original form was akh (or ag) 
wata. All theso names have a common initial clement akhu (or agu), 
the final vowel of which before a word beginning with a vowel, such 

a3 ata, would become w or v. This element I take to have been equi 
valent to the Greek <x(i and to have signified "a place for holding." 

Major Rawlinson has shown, I believe, that Akhmatha was translated 

"a treasury." 
If it be objected, that the u in the common verb 

?gumi was, as I have suggested in the beginning of this ?, a forma 

tive of the future tense, and therefore not likely to be retained in 

composition, I would reply that very possibly the first part of the 

compound 
was 

only dkh; vatha, or 
something like it, being the word 

signifying "treasure," and un, as tvvi), "a bed," being the second 

element of the names before us. These points must remain unsettled; 

but I think tho value of tho character which I have been considering 

may be regarded 
as certain2. I will add another instance of a cha 

1 M. Botta says that the final character in this name, which occurs in no other 

proper name that I have Been, is interchanged with T. If so, it must he a u, 

which will suit the present word as well as *; for the final sh of the Persian may 
bo omitted here as well as in Jiabirush. *) is also a good value for the affix of the 

3rd sing., which this character represents. (May, IfMft.) 
2 Whilo this sheet was passing through the press, I received a new cuneatic 

datum, which appears at first sight inconsistent with what I have here advanced, 
but is in my judgment capable of being completely reconciled with it. As the 

inconsistency may occur to others, being of a very obvious nature; I think it hest 

to state it myself, and to explain it as well as I can. The new datum is a line of 

one of the smaller Babylonian Inscriptions at Behistun, which M. Dotta has pub 
lished in the Journal Asiatique for May, 1847. This is evidently, as M. Botta 

has remarked, the commencement of the inscription marked b in the key plate. 
It contains two words, answering to /yarn Gom?ta of the Persian inscription 
which corresponds to it. Now the last of these words begins with the character 

which I have here valued as agu. The five characters of which it consists are, 

vol. IX. 2 M 
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ractcr which has two inherent vowels. It is ^Y^zY^, which I find to 

be always used after a or a, or when such is implied: whereas 
^^ 

according to my values, Agu.ma.?.ta.?. Here then, it will be said, I have com 

mitted an error; for the initial character must be read gu or go, without a pre 

ceding a. I, nevertheless, persist in my assertion that tho value of the character 

is agu in this place as well as in the word Sa.at.agu.s*. The explanation of tho 

apparent inconsistency between this reading and that of the corresponding Persian 

name is this. When the value of a character terminated with a vowel, it was 

customary to repeat the vowel at the beginning of the following syllable. Thus, 
in the word last quoted, Sat is expressed by Sa.at; and in like manner, in the 

name of Ormazd, mas is expressed by ma.as ; in that of Hystaspes, las by ta.as; 
in that of Aclueinenes, man by ma.an; and so in instances unnumbered. This 

mode of writing was extended to the case of two words, when intimately connected. 

Thus, the word, which, when it begins a sentence, or follows a word not ending in 

a, is written stu (or sthu,) is written astu, when preceded by a word which termi 

nates iu a. It occurs frequently in both forms, both in the Great Inscription at 

the India House and in Botta's Plates. Compare, for instance, VII. 45 of the 

Great Inscription with the 21st line of Rich's barrel. They are identical, save 

that the former, which follows L. 20'0, du, begins with L. 90, s; the latter, which 

follows L. Ill, ma or va, begins with L. 222, as. Now, it is in strict conformity 
with this rule of Babylonian writing, that the proper name Gum?td, when pre 
ceded by a demonstrative pronoun terminating in a, should take the character agu 
as its initial, iu place of gu which it would have in a different position; as, for 

example, after anku, "I am," as the name of Cyrus (Kuras) is found at Murgab. 

I feel confident that the difference between T 
?z|j 

L. 113, and 
><*^> 

L? u'2, 

is not that the former is ku and the latter gu; but that the former is ku or gu, and 
the latter aku or agu. I believo that the best mode of transcribing Babylonian 
words is by using apostrophes for supernumerary vowels. Thus, I would tran 
scribe the two before us in the following manner ?.na.? tGu.mt?.t.',?. The three 

apostrophes mark the places of vowels, which might under other circumstances 
constitute syllables, but which do not do so in the present instance. I read the 
first word as a trisyllable, but not with confidence. The second character begins 
with ii, and it seems to me that it terminates with some 

breathing, which would 

prevent its coalescing with a following vowel. The word "says," in which it also 
occurs, seems to me to be the Hebrew IDN^ ? the plural used for the singular, as 
in the generality of instances where gods or kings are referred to by others. It 
should be observed that in the first person singular, which occurs both at Nakhsh 
i-Rustam and in tho great lapidary inscription, the final u is omitted, as it would 

be in the Hebrew DN3N? I am disposed to read these words i.miMm.mu and 
a.naam, although the second and third characters in the former are often replaced 
by a siugle one; which it would be more natural to read nam than naam; but 
which may, nevertheless, have had the latter value. On points of minute accu 

racy of this kind, as well as with respect to the value of a few characters which 
are yet unascertained, the proper names in Major Rawlinson'a possession may be 
looked to, as likely to afford information. The values of the great majority of the 
characters are, however, in my judgment, already settled beyond the reach of criti 
cism ; and I confidently expect that the other Behistun names will be as consistent 

with these values as I have shown that of the Magian to be. (May, 18421.) 
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is used after other vowels or s. I value the former as abi or 

ami\ 

? 39. To proceed with the sentence. We have next, as 
already 

quoted, "I am to possess 23 towns." This Assyrian ideographic group is 

followed by the adjective y ̂  y>~ JCr; ̂?^. The first character 
was valued in ? 23 as uwina; and it afibrded me great satisfaction 

to find that in M. IG, where a passage occurs very similar to this, y 
is replaced by the same three characters as in ? 23. This is here 
the first element of a 

compound adjective as povo. The remainder 

of tho word is pr?kinas. It contains the same root, I conceive, 
as sim])lic-es, which I tako to bo identical in meaning; and ina.a 

is tho sullix and casc-onding; as in b?w-ina, which we met with 

in ? 27, the only difference being in the gender. 
" 

Simple towns" 

were, I presume, such as were neither the capital nor 
royal resi 

dences. The next clause is dgumi, 
" 

I am to have 
" " 

tho palaces," 
as before, (or "tho public buildings," literally, "tho great houses,") 

$*)? ^?e i ?t ^yy y ? seje *r}. ti,c?c 
I take for two locatives, one in the singular and the other in 

the plural. The latter is evidently 
" in the towns," the termi 

nation of the locative being added to the ideographic plural sign 
as that of the dative was to the plural, "the gods," in ? 21. Tho 
termination is uasvi, it is probable, however, that the u 

belonged 
to the theme. The other word is to be read Khdrkh?rubi, from 

the theme Kh?rkh?ru; and it would appear that, in this declension 
at least, the locative was not distinguished from the dative in the 

singular; in the plural the latter ended in aswa, and the former 

in aswi, the final vowels being at any rate different, and perhaps 

the consonants also, though slightly. The value of 
A^y^i 

as 

khdr is quito certain. The first of the two characters is replaced by 

??< ^y*-^yy<y 
m HI? lo, as ia tue second in III. 44. In this latter 

manner it is written over the fortress attacked by the Assyrians 
on 

tho wall XX at Khorsabad; J being added to tho ^Y??*?YY<T. The 

det. prefix of towns is prefixed to the word. In tho text over the 

sculptures, these two characters are replaced by ^J^ZY fi fi; 
that 

is, we have raya or rai for ru, and in like manner at Van, in VII. 18 

they are replaced by f? >?^YYY 5 which shows that the value of this 

character, which has an inherent u, must be ru. From the occurrence 

1 I find, however, that in the name Warasmis, at Khorsabad, this character is 
used after that which denotes ras. The value ami is scarcely admissible here; 
and I am, therefore, disposed to retract this last observation, (May, 1848.) 

2 M 2 
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of Kh?rkh?ru in connexion with different countries, and from its being 
found in VII. 18 as the latter part of a compound noun, of which tho 
first is the name of a country, it seems clear to me that it was an 

appellative noun, signifying 
" a capital or chief city." It may, how 

ever, have been used with a 
special application 

as a proper name. Tho 

name KJiorkhor, which is still applied to the remains of the Biedian 

capital, is at any rate a curious coincidence1. The next words are 

uncertain. Tho wedges aro misplaced, and not all oxprcssed, 
as is 

very often the case in this inscription; but I beliove tho reading is 

Mana'a.rfgumi, "of Armenia. I am to have." Wo have then tho 

group already described, 
" 

the men, women, and children." So far 

the passage clearly relates to a cession or restoration of territory with 

its royal residence, towns, public buildings, and inhabitants. This is 

immediately followed by the first of four series of large numbers fol 

lowed by different nouns, and generally preceded by verbs. I will 
now examine the four passages and endeavour to ascertain what the 

objects numbered were. 

? 40. The first series contains six sets of numbered objects, as does 

the last; while tho intermediate two contain five only. Now it struck 

me as remarkable, that of the object peculiar to the first and last, the 

number specified 
was the same in both instances. It occurred to me, 

that perhaps the last set which appeared to contain the largest 
num 

bers was the sum of the other three. On examination I found that 

this was tho case. The numbers are, indeed, ill expressed, the text 

being often defective, and the wedges being very badly copied. Still 

I was able to make out the following numbers; of k, 8135+ 3500+ 

1100=12,735; of I, 25,000 + (10m. 5[m] i. e.) 15,000 + 6500= 

4u',600; either !!! in the total should be yy 9 or tho opposito cor 

rection should be made in the third number. Of m there are G000 + 
4000 + 2000=12,000. Of n there are 2500 in tho first sories and in 

the sum. The remaining two objects aro the same that we met with 

in XVII; but tho words, there reduced to their initials, aro here 
written at length. Of oxen there aro [2]2,300 + 8[5]2[7] + 2538 
= 

33,3[tf]5; and of sheep [32]100-f 18,000 + 8000=58,100. I 
have placed between brackets thoso digits which it was necessary to 

restore, the wedges being wholly 
or 

partially defaced, or neglected in 

the copy. Enough remains to inako it quite clear that the fourth 

series is the sum of the others; and this establishes tho important fact 

i In M. Botta's Paper in the Journal Asiatique for May last, which (though a 

year published) I have but just received, this is remarked as a possible coin 

cidence ; yet M. Botta seems to reject this reading of the word before us. He 

has, however, correctly taken the initial character of the Khorsabad word for a 

determinative prefix. (May, 1840.) 
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that, whatever difference there may be in the words expressing tho 

objects, or in the verbs connected with them, the nouns and verbs are 

equivalent in sense. The word expressing "sheep" is \t-\\ I ^ 

rus or lus. As the plural sign is often used after these characters, I 

take the s for a part of the theme. Oxen is >-\^ ?-]^ & ?yy^ 

*pdkana, which may be a 
compound wrord, the last element being the 

same as that of tho royal patronymics. I am ignorant of the value of 

tho first character; nor can I assign any equivalents in other lan 

guages to oithcr of the terms'. The object which occurs once only must 

bo " 
horses," or perhaps 

" marcs." It is il?^ a, 
^M T f*""^**" j 

which I would read asvdyd. The first character seems identical with 

the Third Persepolitan ? ?:. L? 214, which is as in Wishtaspa. The 
YY 

Khorsab?d form of this character is very similar to that at Van. The 

next is b?, md or va : its equivalent i\ is used as phonetic, not only 
in the names of Bactria and Babylon, where it is initial, but in the end 

of tho word which concludes the line Nil 8, ava or ama, signifying 

"besides." This word is well established, occurring frequently with 

tho samo 
meaning in the great inscription at the India House. The 

third character seems identical with 
p?Z\r yd*. It terminates another 

1 Since this was written, I happened to observe that the initial character in 

this word is almost identical in form with that which terminates the name cor 

responding to Zhardka in the Third Persepolitan inscription N.Il. The preceding 
character has disappeared from that inscription; but I confidently restore it as 

>->? Y on the authority of one of the Khorsab?d inscriptions, where the name 

also occurs. This name I read Zh?ranga; and, accordingly, I give the value ka 

or ga to the character before us. It is probable that p and v were expressed 

alike; and thus the word may be read gava-gana, "the cow-kind," being a com 

pound of two well-known elements, which occur in most of the Iudo-Germanic 

languages, including our own. (April, 1840.) 
8 As there is another representative of the Lapidary 249, and another character, 

besides that, in the Van syllabary, having the value ya, I have no doubt now that 

the true value of 
?:?z]T 

is r?, which combination would otherwise have no repre 

sentative. It is the Lapidary 95, of which seven variations are given in the table ; 

it is also formed in several ways at Khorsab?d; and one of these is almost iden 

tical with that before us. In the Third Persepolitan it is written 
J^f [ 

. That 

the value of these characters is ra is quite certain. The last occurs at Nakhsh-i 

Rustam in the names Zharanga, and Phrat; nor is it any objection that it is the 

penultimate character in the name of Cyrus; for the Median equivalent is eer 
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word which seems an accusative plural, near the end of tho form of 

benediction, (see ? 24) and here takes a supernumerary d after it. The 

word is ddyd; it is preceded by ki, "and," and followed by dwaya, 
the genitive 

of the demonstrative pronoun, accompanied by 
a noun in 

the genitive. There is a difficulty in the terminations of the accu 

sative plural, which I am unable to 
explain. In svinan from svina, 

"children," and prikinas from $)rikin, we have such forms as might bo 

expected ; but nab id and wasud as tho plurals of nabi and tvasu, 
seem strange; yas for quos is also hard to reconcile with svinan; 

unless, indeed, the latter was used as a collective noun, singular in 

form but with plural sense; and these new plurals ddyd and asvdyd 
are different from any of the rest. The verb which is joined to all 

these names in tho last enumeration is >^f>^ *?^YYY (j^Wy^:) ^Z^ , 

pa mini. I thought of the Sanskrit pdlaydmi, which may signify "to 

keep (cattle);" but I am now satisfied that tho root corresponds to the 

Greek <pipo>, and that the meaning is, 
" 

I am to carry off or 
acquire." 

The same word is in all the enumerations applied to k; a new verb 

?zl >~y<y ?^ \ldumi, is generally placed before I, and its influence 

extends to m ;?pdrumi in tho first enumeration docs not occur till 

after the horses aro mentioned; but, as tho verb is in ono other instanco 

clearly placed after tho noun, (soo 1. 28) it is uncertain whether it 

may not be applied to horses here, as it certainly is in the fourth 
series. In the second series, ddumi is not fourni at all; and in tho 

third, pdmmi is not used after it, so that it appears as if it were 

applied to every thing after k. Mistakes may have been committed 

by the sculptor; but it appears to mo most probable that tho two 

verbs might be used 
indiscriminately, although ddumi was more appro 

priate to I and m than to tho rest. The meaning which it is most 

natural to attach to this verb would bo 
" 

to give;" but this does not 

suit the context. Perhaps, however, it may moan, 
" 

I am to disposo 
of." The king might retain for his own use the k, but might disposo 
of some of the other objects among his oificers and people. A carrying 
oil'of all and a 

partial distribution of all seems most natural; and this 

explains the almost indiscrini'nato uso of tho words. But, if this bo 

ta'mly to be rend Kuras; the final character, to which I formerly gave the value 

ri/,?t being of like form to that which nt Khorsnbad represents ras in the well 

marked name lVarasmis. The word before us is thus asbar?; which is tho old 

Persian word for "horsemen." This would lead to the inference that some of 

the preceding nouns signified soldiers of different sorts. With respect to darn, 
as I now read it, I can say nothing satisfactory. (April, l?4?.) 
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tho meaning of ddvmi, it may bo connected with ?m-w rather than 

with ?idt?ui. Wo have seen that the scmi-vowcls y and w were gene 

rally dropped by this people. 
? 41. The three objects first enumerated are very difficult to 

explain properly. I think, however, that I have established many 

points respecting them. I believe that they were all of the human 

species; and in particular, I think it evident that I were female slaves. 
This object is expressed differently in the different series. In the first, 

it is ?r^ ? ]]]& t]} <y^y^ ]} ?y?; y^-^ ; ?nil the second 

seems not to differ except in tho omission of the plural sign. The 
third and fourth have the Assyrian word for "women," which I 

mentioned in ? 37. This appears to me to leave no doubt as to the 

meaning of the preceding group, which was 
probably the Bicdian word 

for "women." Tho first character has been mentioned in ? 18 as 

following the word Athuru, but no 
suggestion 

was made as to its 

meaning. It is found, however, in m as an entire word, being 
some 

times, though not always, separated from the remainder of the group 

by the plural sign. It is then an abbreviation fora word; and the 

remainder of it is sometimes supplied as ^1 or jL and sometimes as 

>-^yyy ^T^H^T* 
wa*ca mUfi^ therefore, be equivalent; compare II, 

13, 14 and V. 2, 39. In my former paper I suggested thd as the 

value of 
^^yyy ; but it seems interchanged with ??; compare V. 3 

and XLII. 17. The equivalence of these words is not quite certain, but 

I am strongly inclined to think that tho value of the character before 

us was slid, and that the part of the unknown word dropped in writing 

was shdr. Tho initial syllabic is uncertain. The French investi 

gators seem to have taken for granted that ^T^L. was identical with 

?^y du; but I cannot admit this value as even a 
provisional one. 

I prefer expressing it by 
a star. I must observe, however, that this 

valuodoes not affect tho reading of tho Bicdian word for "women;" as 

in it 5zz?5w^_ must bo either tho first part of a 
compound noun, or, as I 

have suspected, 
a determinative prefix. The wrord is vmmidn, or wa 

bidn; the termination alone being uncertain. The following object is 

expressed by *shar, with or without tho plural sign, followed by dgu 

nusinaya, which is evidently 
a 

genitive case. This, I think, constrains 

us to affix to the Assyrian 
word one of three meanings?homines, ho 

mines of a particular race, different from that of the Biedians, or servos, 

without refcrcucc to race but to condition. From 
comparing this 
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genitive with the names o? the palaces in ? 38, I have been led to 

think that it denoted the women's apartment, and that these slaves 

were eunuchs. This, however, I only offer as a 
conjecture1. The 

remaiuing word rf?2?I V" T*"*""*""* which I cannot read, is most 

probably "male slaves." Perhaps ?^?ap. 
is equivalent to 

^y^^y?-. 
? 42. I now proceed to the passages in the Khorkhor Inscriptions 

which contain numerals; and I first observe, that they 
are of a similar 

import to these, and contain enumerations of captured objects, many 

of which are the same as those which we have been considering. The 

first consists of "13,255 male slaves," (k), 11,100 *shdr salear?a, 

V ^yj ^ tzft >-]]<] t\}, 
" 

23,2t?0 women," the ideograph 
yV- (? 37) being substituted for 

?^iy>- 
and tho rest of the word 

wamidn being as before; 52,()G5 *sh?r udnaya T XI *zr ?:? ; 

after which, as in a 
parenthesis, 

wo have dtha <Y ?zY shds dgumi, 

dtha 
<Tv^y 

sakaria dgumi; and then an enumeration of horses, 

oxen, or 
sheep. The variations in the following forms aro these: 

1st, ?^y?? y>->->- ?:^ is substituted for udnaya. The meaning of 

the first character hero used is known to bo "a man;" whence we may 

bo sure that udnaya is the genitive 
caso of a collective noun, sig 

nifying in the singular 
" men." In III. 4G, the ?:?^ tho termination 

of the genitive singular, is written after the 
y>->->- 

at the end of tho 

line, showing that it cannot belong to the following clause. This cor 

roborates the suggestion which I mado as to svinan, 
" 

children," being 

the accusative singular; and it leads to tho further inference that 

wamidn is the completo word signifying "women," a collective in the 

accusative singular. Secondly, 
for this last word wamidn, the 

equi 

valent Assyrian word already mentioned is generally substituted; and 

3rdty, tho word sakaria is replaced by >->-y?- y>->->-. 
This cannot 

be precisely the same, but must be equivalent 
or 

nearly 
so. Tho 

parenthesis must, I think, mean " 
I am also to have 

** 
shas; I am 

also to have 
** 

sakaria." Tho unknown character which I represent 

by 
two stars must represent a word signifying 

some 
object connected 

1 If the following word signify 
" 

horsemen," (see note in ? 40,) it is more 

likely that what I have here enumerated were u foot soldiers (men of tho 

camp?)." (April, 1818.) 
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with what went before, but which need not be enumerated, perhaps 
" children." In sonic of the inscriptions in this series a new object is 

introduced between the horses aud the oxen ; the first character is 

dubious. Schulz appears to have supposed it the same as 
begins the 

previous word "horses;" but I suspect that he was in error. I cannot, 

however, restore the true one, unless it bo ?:^?-, which in one 
place 

is distinct enough; the other characters are 
f? ̂ ^if >-<<f f?-?-. 

Tho numbers prefixed 
arc very small ; 02, 100 and at the most 174. 

If tho unknown character bo a determinative prefix, tho name would 

be dbbd, which might very well signify "an elephant." Compare 

Egypt, dha, and Lat. ebur. I have further to add, that in many of 

tho inscription*, the three objects first named in the list already given 
arc omitted, the lists beginning with * shdr udnaya. No doubt, this 

difference is conuectcd with the difference of the nations yielding the 

tribute; but I am not prepared to explain it. 

? 43. A great deal depends 
on the meaning of 

?~^y^. 
I cannot 

completely explain it ; but I have made several observations respecting 

it, which may lead others to the truth, and which may at any rate 

dispel mistaken notions. The word is certainly Assyrian ; and it is 

from the Assyrian Inscriptions that its value must besought. Though 
1 have read it * 

shdr, it being so completed at Van, I think it likely 
that the root terminated in sh; for ar is a common Assyrian termi 

nation. This, however, is of but little moment. The Assyrian equi 

valent of this character with ^ prefixed constitutes the name of the 

oldest Assyrian king that we know of, belonging to the last dynasty. 
This name would bo Ni*shar; and I cannot identify it with any 
which is preserved 

in cither sacred or profane history; yet, I believe 

the king who bore it to have been the father of Sennacherib. His son, 

whoever he was, recorded his Syrian conquests at the river Lycus, and 

built a 
palace at Mousul. His grandson (Esarchaddon, 

as I presume) 

built the most modern of the three palaces at Nimrud. Now the 

French and English discoverers of these monuments appear to have 

mado up their minds that tho pa.la.co at Khorsab?d w:ih tho work of 

this king. I grant that his name is found on some of the bricks of it; 

and he may have designed it and partially built it; but that he is 

identical with the king whose victories are recorded on its walls 

appears to me utterly impossible. The names, with the exception of 

the first syllabic, 
are totally different; and moreover the names of 

Ni*shar and of his son are both mentioned in the Khorsab?d sculp 

tures as former kings, distinct from the one who executed the sculp 
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tures, and who, I have no doubt, was the Chi-nilidan of the canon, 

the son of Assaradin. In Plato xxxiv., 1. 9, (Journal Asiatique,) 
we 

have the names of two towns called after theso monarchs. They 

begin with ?-^?Y the det. prefix of towns. This is followed by 

$r\ "a dwelling," and this by the names of the kings, each of which 

begins with the det. prefix f. 
The name of NHadan, the monarch 

in whoso reign the sculptures wero executed, is in porfcct preservation. 

That of tho other king at the end of tho lino is injured after its first 

character. No doubt, however, rests on my mind as to its 
identity, 

though I am doubtful whether the two characters which follow 
?^y^-, 

the last of which is completely illegible, belong to the word. In lino 

4 of the same Plate is a similar compound name of a town, containing 
the name of the son of this king. It is not well copied; but the samo 

text appears in Plate xxviii. 6 very distinctly1. It struck me as a 

curious coincidence that these compound uamcs of towns with the 

double determinative prefix correspond to the compound names of 

towns in the Egyptian papyri, where the royal 
name with its determi 

natives is included in that of the town, which again has its proper 
determinative. 

Now it is quite impossible that this word, occurring in tho name 

which a king took for himself, as "King of-/'should properly 
express men of any mean condition, such as slaves. If it bo not a 

general appellation for 
" 

men," it must mean men of the race that 

was dominant at Nineveh under tho last dynasty. I believo that 
this will be found to be the case; and this is quite consistent with its 

expressing foreigners 
or even slaves at Van, where another race 

had the 
ascendancy. On this subject I dare not venture to say more 

having seen so little of the monuments; but I feel a great degree of 

confidence as to the correctness of what I have stateda. 

1 I find I have committed an error as to this last compound name. It is not 
" the dwelling of Sennacherib," (Sankirib, as I would read the name,) but 
the dwelling of some god, whose name I cannot yet read with any confidence. 

The vertical wedge which distinguishes names of men is not found in this name. 

(April, 1040.) 
* Within the last few days I have received the Numbers of the Journal Asia 

tique for 1047, containing six papers'of M. Botta on the Khorsab?d inscriptions. 
From these I have endeavoured to deduce something satisfactory as to the cha 
racter which I have here considered. M. Rotfa says that ho has found it inter 

changed with the character which ho numbers 02; and this again has been inter 

changed with ?^ which at Nakhsh-i-Rustam by itself denotes "man," and 
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? 44. I will conclude with an enumeration of the characters which 
I have ascertained to belong to the more recent Van system of wri 

which is also used as a determinative prefix before ?zll Wfln> which has the same 

meaning. Now, (though I must protest against a general admission of M. Botta's 

alleged equivalences of characters; they being not observed facts, but inferences 

from such, and being very often rashly drawn, and even palpably erroneous,) I 

believe that these characters are really used alike, nnd that the meanings arc 

nearly tho same. On comparing tho two parts of XVII, I find that where 

?r^y>- 
was used in one, a character almost identical with M. Botta's No. 02 was 

used in the other. I have not produced it in the table at the end of this Paper, 
because I have confined that to characters which occur in the later inscriptions, 
from which, owing' to its great size and intersecting wedges, it hccms to have 

been rejected. The conclusion, then, at which I have arrived is, that ?T^j!?^- i* 

identical in meaning with ^ or at least so similar to it that it may often be 

used for it. It by no means follows, however, that it was phonetically equivalent 

to it. The value of the latter was ba or wa, and it is probably used as an abbre 

viation for the known word wan; but the other may be, and probably is, as distinct 

from this in sound as v? ath or as is from J^: ^.^ j tV, with which, however, 

it is interchanged in the great lapidary inscription, as well as at Khorsab?d and 

at Persepolis. 1 have as yet no clue to its phonetic value. M. Botta speaks very 

confidently of the identity of the two names of kings which I have mentioned 

above, which, however, in opposition to all other inquirers that I have heard of, he 

denies to bo names. He says that both forms occur " in the same monument," 

(vol. X., p. ?H5). In none, however, of the Assyrian monuments that I have 

seen is there any such repetition of the king's name in connexion with the word 

"says," as we find in the Achccmcnian and Van inscriptions. As in the great 

lapidary inscription, the king's name occurs at the beginning of each monument 

and not again, except it may be required in some statement of fact; and here the 

pronoun of the first person would more naturally be used. The name of Nebu 

chadnezzar occurs six times in the great inscription; but at least four of these 

belong to the first king of that name. We have in one place, "of me and of Nebu 

chadnezzar king of Babylon, my father," and similar expressions occur elsewhere, 
where the name appears. Now, as in all the inscriptions from Khorsab?d that 

have been published in the Journal Asiatique, the king's name is only found in the 

initial formula, "The palace of-;" and in the compound proper name 

above-mentioned, I own that F receive with great distrust this statement of the 

two forms being used as equivalent. If the shorter form be used in this formula, 
not merely on the bricks, nor on " the reverse of the plates," but indiscriminately 
with the larger one in the finished inscriptions, I must then admit the phonetic 

equivalence of the two. Even then, however, I should suppose the hing men 

tioned here to be as distinct from the father of Sennacherib, as the sou of Arrasvis 

in the Van inscriptions is from the father of Rpuinas. The notion that tho father 

of Sennacherib was king of Babylon, to Ray nothing of the other countries men 

tioned in the inscriptions, is so inconsistent with the established facts of history, 
that I cannot admit it for a moment. (May, 1040.) 
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ting, without intersecting wedges. These I have arranged according 
to the system adopted by Westergaard in reference to the Second 

Persepolitau characters, placing them in the order of their constituent 

elements, as follows :? 

-, *, E, \, ?, h h L I <> h u i 
It will thus be easy for a person to find any character in the table; 
as ho has merely to observo that part of the character which is most to 

the left and to find in what order it stands among tho above thirteen 
elements. After each character will bo given its equivalent in the 

Second and Third Pcrsepolitan lists if it have any, and a refcronco 

also to the number of its Lapidary equivalent. This will bo followed 

by its value if known, and a reference to the section in which it is 

treated of. 

N.B. A. in the following list stands for Assyrian; B. for Baby 
loniau cursive, generally Third Pcrsepolitan, which differs from tho 

Babylonian, properly so called, in a very slight degree; L. for Baby 
louian lapidary; and N. for numeral. It may be proper to state that 
this list is corrected to May, 1848. 

1. >? 
(M. 

>? d. pr. of places; B. >?, L. 11. A. ath or as; 

also abbr. for Athur, god, country and 
city,) not used except in the 

compound character 
**~*~V, 

and to fill up void spaces. 18. 

2. )-)- 
(M. 

^ 
na?) 

na. 24. 

3. 
>->~y>- (M. and B. >->+-; L. 287, A., d. pr. of gods; an; in 

Bab. and A. nabu, "a god") d. pr. of gods; nabi, "a god ;" an? 20, 

25, 37. 

4. 
>^>^y< vi, bi, mi. 37 n. 

5. 
^"Y (A*; B* 

^~Y; 
L- 77 + 173; in which compound, L. 77, 

the dot. pr. of districts, is also used to express tho initial syllablo of tho 

name, as or ath; just as L. 83, 88 or 183, tho det. pr. of countries, is 

also used to express the first syllabic of the uaino of 
Babylon, and as 

again Vh is used with liko double power in the names of Babylon 
and Bactria at 

Nakhsh-i-ltustain), in all, Athur, god, country aud 

city1. 
18. 

1 I was not aware till this was iu type, that M. Lougpc*rier had anticipated me 
iu reading the name of Assyria in the beginning of the Khoraab?d inscriptions. I 
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G. 
>^yy (A. L. 91, 92, 93,) in all dot. pr. of towns; "a town." 

13. 

7. 
>-^y 

A. yd. 28. 

8. >-?>- 
(M. pu, bu; B. 55>- L. 59, A. same,) pu. 37. 

9. 
^^<y dtha, or perhaps tha. 23, 38. 

10. ̂ (A. ta or ^ ID 1 initial in "Tyre,") tha. 14, 23. 

11. 
--yyV" probably same as No. 12, (M. ^yy*-^ same?) 

12. 
^yy^ (A. B.^y^, 

L. 52, 53, ra or la; by abb. ladd?) 
ra, la. 26. 

i3. 
?~yy<y (m. ^yyy< 

,* b. 
?*y|-y-, 

l. 73. a. ?-a, vowci doubt 

ful?) w, z?;. 10. 

14. 
*-^ (B ?Y; 

L. 173, A.) in all thur or sur. 18. 

15. 
>-y<y (M. >-yy< 

n; B. 
>^y, 

L. 71, same) u. 25. 

IG. >~\[ (A. L. 15, TIa? "a protector or 
guardian,") same. 18. 

17. 
>-?y (L. 183?) *H md. 15. 

18. 
**~?<yy 

ends in u; bu, mu? 

i9. 
-^yyy 

rn. 39. 

20. 
*^- (M* >-< it? and d>/?; B. 

^; 
L. 28 = 

274, A. ni/,) vu. 

11. 

21. ^jr. 

22. 
^Jzy (M. ap, a&, and by abb. abbi; B. L. 79. ab, am,) ab. 42. 

- 
^W 

24. 
^yyy (M.? initial in Zharanga? A. wouhl seem from M. 

Botta's statements to be ta or 
tha) ends iu a, consonant dubious. 27, 

41. 

25. ?:? (M. ?? i; B. ??, L. 12, A. ?, y,) ?, ya. 10. 

2G. 
^y (A.; M. andB. 

iz^ 
L. 203, 204,) in all at. 

27. 
?^yy (B. s?yy, 

L. 80, ;?ar, &ar?) 

have just seen his letter in the Journal Asiatique for December, 1047, in which ho 

mentions having so read it in the Revue Arch?ologique for 1047, p. 504. It 

appears, too, from this letter that he noticed in the same paper the similar relations 

between the single and double hieroglyphic leaves and the single and double YI 

which I mentioned in ? 24. (May, 1040.) 
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28. 
t^]} (M- E^; 

B- ??]}> 
L- 249>A-in al1 Va) Va 

29. >z?Z (A. B. ̂  or ?:?; cf. Nos. 53 and 54, in which, as 

here, a double wedge is used in Assyria and at Van, where a single 
one 

was used in the cursive of Babylon and at Persepolis. L. 199,200, sa. 

It occurs in the name of a 
province of Nebuchadnezzar, in the great 

inscription, IX. 9, which can scarcely bo anything elso than the ]WW 
of Daniel. The other characters aftor tho dot. pr. aro K.sur.?n\ 

For tho assimilation of the r to the following s, see note to ? IG. 

That the terminal vowel is a appears from the character being else 

where followed by 
as and at.) 

30. ?^A?? (A* I*- resembles L. 160, which is na.) 

31. 
?^^y (B. I-. 149, 150,) in all ta. 

32. 
iZ] (M. ̂ y t; det. pr., see note to ? 2G; B. A. L. 77, ath 

or as; det. pr. of provinces, less important than those which have 

L. 183) 
as. 26. 

33. 
tzft: (M. y^; pa, A. B. 

?^ 
L. 44, pa; also a det. pr. of 

countries or districts, nearly equivalent to the preceding) pA, bd, vd. 

27, 40. 

34. 
^yy (A.?) toi. 16. 

35. ?7*Z (^' ^u nwl the initial n is certain; B. +&U-+) I?. 229, 

230, na or >jx_, L. 192, ni? It is uncertain which of these two cha 

racters tho Assyrian one, which is identical in form with the older 

Van character, represents; in the only word where it occurs, which 

I have recognised 
in the Lapidary character, it represents L. 140, 

>-u 
f. 

This hits tho value na, but it has no resemblance to the cha 

racter before us and has another Assyrian representative,) na, n; the 

short vowel being liable to be dropped at the end of words. 15. 

36. 
?TTyv (M. >-*** ar; B.? L. 194, which baa some appearance 

of corresponding to it, is only used as the first part, or 
by abb. tho 

entire, of the root 3N3 or ?M3, which has tho two souses omnis and 

dico.) 

37. ^yyy^ (m- ̂ yyy u> b- 
mif, 

l? 4?> a- u> w>) u> *>*- n 

38. 
J^yyyy (B. Sppy, 

L. Si, 82, 182; A. "a house/' tas? or 

perhaps tach, giving tacharam as a transcription of &=YTYY ?rT^" 
tach-ram, "a great house or 

palace," 
seems sometimes a dot. pr.) only 

used in the group last quoted, and with the same meaning. 25. 
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39. 
&]]] (A.B. C^{?) 19. 

40. 
^y (B. ̂ - , L. 272, ta,) ta. 27. 

41. 
?zfi 

M. 
jrTTr 

a? B. 
JZSJpJ, 

L. 135, 13G, A. a, K, also by abb. 

"an abode or 
place,") 

a. 12. 

42. 
^y^ (M. tzfi 

?n; B. 
?^, 

L. 256, 257, 258, A. tin, wan, 
"a man,") wan, "a man." 42. 

43. 
^y^ (B. ga,) ga by abb. "an ox, oxen." 40. 

44. ?:? (M. p or /,) see No. 104, which is, 1 believe, the correct 

form of the character. 

45. 
J?y (B. kor ga; A.) hU 19. 

4G. ?<?^? (B. A. su,) su. 35. 

47. ?<yy (m. ?^yy *, **, b. 
j^yy, 

l. 85, sg, hi, 89,90, i84. 
A. 5, sh,) 

s. 17, 37. 

48. ?r2 (B. ?3, L. 225, 232, A. bu, mu; like other syllables 

which terminate in u, it loses its vowel before ̂ : S or before a cha 

racter which expresses a 
syllabic that begins with %,) bi, mi. 

49. 
?Z'SJjl 

41. 

50. 
t^y (M. ̂ y du, B. L. 2G0, A. same) du. 11. 

51. 
?^y**~ C^**) "mankind, men/' d. pr. of classes of men. 41, 

43. 

52. *-<T? (B. ?^. L. 214, A. ast) as = No. 110. 40. >-J? * 
v;**^J 

53. 
^E^y (A. B. ^y^y, 

I* 2G9, ith, or w,) ti?. 

54. 
^Ey<y (A. B. 

^<y, 
L. 2G8, da; M. 

*?>-)] da, ta,) dd. 

55. 
^j[y (A. B. 

?^y, 
L. 94, 95, 96, 144, 145, 146, 147, ra,) 

rd. 40. 

56. 
jEf (M. ^y ba,pa, B. 

^y, 
L. Ill, A.) ba, ma, wa,) bd,pd, 

ma. 13, 14. 

57. 
^ 

dd. 13. 

58. 
I^y^ (A. B. 

^y*-, 
L. 39, rah or ram, "great,") same. 19. 

59. 
^j^ (M. y^ 

as B. 
^, 

L. 45, as,) as. 21. 

GO. V" A. 
1^, 

L. 24 = 83, 88, 183, ba, "a 
country," det. pr. of 

countries,) b-1; dot pr. of countries. 13, 40. 
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61. *4^ (M. >-? sa? but consonant certain; it is perhaps 
= No. 29, which see, representing L. 199, 200, sa,) sa, s. 17. 

62. 
^y (B. V*y, 

L. 275, ba, va, ma,) va, wa. 21. The Assy 

rian 
^y 

would appear to be the same as this; but its value is ta or 

tha. I can assign to it no Lapidary equivalent. The Median cha 

racter for tu or du, which also resembles this, will be found as an 

equivalent to No. 91. 

63. 
jfy (B. ̂ , 

L. 151, k or kh,) ka, ga. 26. 

64. 
^?T^y- 

A? 37. 

65. 
^^yy^ (b. ̂4f 5L* 5G> 57>A* i)uscd hyttbl>*for tno 

name of a 
god. Waisma ? 24. 

A. khar,) khdr. 39. 

67. 
y (M. general prefix, an; B. 

f, 
L. 1, A. dot. pr. of men's 

names, an,) dot. pr. of mou, uwina, "one," N. i. 23, 31. 

%G8. 
y>- (B. y>-, 

L. 31 = 40 and 143; in A. tho wedges intersect, 
and the vertical one is made to ?dope downwards to tho right; k. It 

is used as an addition of honour, to tho names of deities, and is non 

essential though sounded. Thus wo have Nabu and Nabuk, Atthur 

and Atthurk. It is represented hy 2 or n in Hebrew at tho end of 

"pM> and also of the divine uames, used as the initial elements of royal 

names, DU!) mDN and rtJD) hi, "a hundred." 24, 32. 

69. 
y^^ (B. y<<< 

or 
>~y-<?<, 

L. 50, an ideographic plural 

sign,) 
same. 20. " 

70. 
yy 

(L. 2, bi,) N. ii. 31. 

7i. yyy 
n. ?h. 31. 

72. 
y^ (M. ^ 

a, B. 
y^, 

L. 4, A. d, and by abb. adan, "a son,") 
d. N. vii. 12,31. 

73. 
y (M y 

S(lj b. 
y ^ A 

X^pr s?) ?w]l0;' or ?of;? L. 6, 

only 
as 

N.) sd. N. iv. 18, 31. 

74. 
y< 

N. Ix. 31. 

75. 
y? 

N. lxx. 31. 

76. 
y?< 

N. lxxx. 31. 

77. YV- (A. 
" 

a woman," det. pr. of women,) same. 37. 
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78. Y>~? (B. (t>-*, h. 61,G2, G3, A. agu,akhu,) dgu, dku. 38. 

79. 
J 

N. ii. 31. 

80. 
^ (M. ^ sha, A. B. ??, L. 5, aha, zha, initial in Zharanga. 

It seems to bo used as a dot. pr. in the name Ninni, Nineveh, in the 

title of Nebuchadnezzar,) shd. 22. 

81. 
Y/ 

n- v. 31. 

82. 
]]] 

N. vi. 31. 

83. 
W] 

N. viii. m. 
YYV 

84. 
y 

N. vii, 31. 

85. 
JJ< 

M. ? /?a, B. 
{{< 

or 
J<J<, 

L- 165> 1(57> ?/^) ?/??. .2?. 

86. y N. iii. 31. r 

87. J?? (M. yyjE am, B. TgT, 
L. 113, to,) to. 27. I think 

this value can scarcely bo doubted; though I cannot interpret the 

word in ? 27, which would thus bo kurun. In the cursive writing 
of Babylon, the two vertical wedges intersect the four horizontal ones, 

which accounts for the Median form. See ? 21 and note. 

88. 
X^yy 

B- 
\^> 

or 
f^T> 

l'* ?6'^ rn ot1u* ^"? l)?lt,?,a?0 

of two oblique wedges, like those to the right of the first figure, into 

two parallel vertical ones, docs not seem more unlikely to havo 

happened than their passage into a horizontal one and a vertical ono 

meeting at right angles, 
as in the second figure, which we know to 

have actually happened. Nevertheless, I should not have assumed 

the identity of tho Van character with the others, if there had not 

been proof, independent of this resemblance, that their values were 

tho same.) rn, lu, "a sheep." 1.5, 40. I find that M. Botta gives 

Tj 
as a variety in the mode of writing XI* and YvY is a very 

common ono, which 1 havo noticed myself. These are analogous 

changes. 

89. ?ET A. 

90. 
JQV-y (M. TY*-y, 

L. 251, 252, A. r or 
ra.) The consonant 

is no doubt r or I. 

91. 
m^y (M. ^y 

tu, du, II. 
jEy, 

L. 188, 189, in, du,) tir, du. 

Here the Van character, with which A. agrees, is intermediate in form 

between the L. and the cursivo character by 
which it is repeatedly 

voh. ix. 2 N 
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transcribed. I would here observe, onco for all, that tho Lapidary 

characters given 
as tho equivalents of cursive ones are not assumed to 

he such from conjecture, but from comparison of the great inscription 

at the India House with cursive inscriptions of the same 
reign, which 

contain portions of the same text. 

92. 
my 

93. 
J (B. J[, 

L. 41, 42, 43, A. u, by abb. some unknown word,) 
u. 19, 23. 

94. 
{ (M. < ait, B. 

<, 
L. 21, A. w, "and,") 

u or wi? N. x. 31. 

95. 
^3 (M. <^y^ 

as? B. 
<^^, 

L. 222, a*,) as. 

96. 
<y^ (M. <y^ si, shi, B. 

<y^, 
L. 32, A. 

\>- si, shi,) si, "a 

thousand," 22, 32. Tho Babylonian character is not only used alono, 

but is an element in tho following character and in 
^f^?^y, 

L. 289 

= 32 + 121, 122, or 123 = 
< "and." 

97. <y~-yy<y (b. <y?jy- 
l. 290=32+73, ar>) ar. u. 

98. 
^y^yp (A. ^y?z, mi, vi,) ami,abi,avi, or without the a? 

21,38. 

99. 
{|| 

A. B. L. 190.) Tho value of this character, which is not 

found in any of the Achtcmcnian inscriptions hitherto published, is 

quite unknown to me; but it is entirely distinct from both II and 

Ij\ 
The words quoted in ? 22 are nouns, expressing some kind of 

property, perhaps gardens or fields. They may be abbreviated; and 

it is possible that the character before us is a det. prefix. 

100. 
{{ (B. A. 

({ nir or nil, "a king,") 
same. N. xx. 16, 31. 

101. ((( (M. (({ san; B. L. 22, san. There was a god named 

San or Sank, [see No. 68] who may have been 
" 

the moon;" and from 

its revolution being about thirty days, 
it may have been thus denoted. 

The connection with "the teeth," (about thirty in number) also sug 

gests itself ; but the Hebrew transcription J13D is opposed to this; 

the word for 
" 

teeth" being written with ttf.) N. xxx. 31. 

102. 
*y. 

Now that the dillieul ty respecting *^?^1^ y mentioned 

in ? 25, has boon romoved by reducing it into two characters, (seo noto 

to ? 37.) the present character is the mu.sl perplexing. I cannot help 

thinking that there are two characters of dilfcreiit origin which the 

copyists 
have confounded, even if the .sculptors of the inscriptions 
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did not do so. The first I suppose to have been properly ^f (M. >J 

par, B. 
^y 

or 
^Y L. 104, 105, par, bar, mar, war,) par, &c, or 

before a syllable beginning with r, p\ See. The other I take to be 

^y, equivalent to the A. character of the same form, which appears to 

be a contraction for ^M, thu. I throw this out as a conjecture. 22. 

103. 
^ (M. try^ bi,pi, B. 

^-, 
L. 37, A. bi, Sec.) bi, vi. 

104. *I (resembles L. 105,) ends in dr, bcing = No. 24, with r 

added; consonant uncertain. 41. 

105. ^ 
N. XL. 31. 

10G. 
^ 

N. L. 31. 

107. ̂  N. Lx. 31. 

108. a 
y 

109. 
lT^y 

"a child?" 42. 

110. ?!?>I same as No. 52, as. 40. 
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